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The Tortilla Queen

Artemio Olivas

Every time I walked
into Francisco’s
Deli,

4
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it never failed to cross my mind how my mother would tell me that perfectly
made tortillas would always balloon atop the heat of a comal. I’d often spend
my weekends at the deli waiting in line among mothers and their children,
hung over weekend revelers, and those tireless landscapers who from their
soiled Dickies, added earthen hints of dirt and fresh cut grass to the wafting
mixtures of the adobe kitchen. Change and ticket in hand, I’d sit simmering
with the pots of birria waiting to hear my number roll off of someone’s native
tongue. Twenty, sometimes thirty minutes I had to wait, and so I filled the
space between the clocks numbers inventing stories of all the workers who
earned their keep satisfying customers with delectable homemade cookery.
I called a kitchen worker named Maria, The Tortilla Queen. I called her this
because she seemed like royalty to me. She was an exquisite artist, a sculptor
who shaped, caressed, and nurtured to life the discs of dough that ballooned
over her comal. Her old and worked hands blended, amasaban, y revolcaban
la masa with a God like care and sensitivity. It was as if she’d been perpetually
tasked to make Adam and Eve and this she did daily, with perfection.
The Tortilla Queen was my friend and classmate Jesus’ mother. She was
short and unassuming, crowned with a veil of soft black hair she kept in a long
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Dignity by Farah Ajoodanifar

tight braid. The browns of her skin popped under the embroidered flowers of
her white apron and she periodically broke my imaginative stare with a glance
and a quick flash of the silver tooth in her smile. Jesus never knew that I called
his mother the Tortilla Queen. I had every right to give her a name de cariño
however. After all, she always treated me and every other kid who came to
her orderly business, with the love of a mother making us free quesadillas and
scolding us for horsing around at church during the afternoon mass. But it
was her beautiful work at the helm of her humble restaurant kitchen that truly
made her royalty to me. It brought a variety of clientele through the doors,
from the young and the old, to the nameless and notable of the barrio. The
most notable of her guests were the two building landlords, corpulent Frankie
and the taller skinnier Jorgie that every Mexican, recien llegado, in an honest
attempt to satisfy the hard “J” his name required, called Yoryi. These two
were humble and enlightened men who recognized virtue and the colorless
concepts of freedom and equality, especially in the souls of the Latinos in our
neighborhood and so they came often to dine.
Because I frequented on the weekends, her regulars and most notable
guests, I chanced a few times to see partaking of the chiles red glare, the

ajo bursting in the air, and all the other spices at war in the spoons, pots,
plates, and pans of the beloved restaurant. As the day and the people passed
on through, I watched all paying homage to that great mother, the Tortilla
Queen, at home in her American culinary domicile, making tortillas as if to
feed starving, yet determined, armies.
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Floating Music
in the Rice Fields

T.T. Arwin

Walking through
these rice fields

6
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tickles your leg hairs. The sea of cat tails rub and purr against you this way
and that in the wind. Onee-san from the tiny coffee shop down the corner
says that our fields are special. They itch. No matter how many times I
run through them, those stalks make me itch. Same as the sweet smelling
Obaa-san next to us, and the laughing Ojii-san next to her, and Yuki’s and
and. Yeeaaaa, it’s not that special. Aki Onee-san just ignores me when I try
to tell her this.
She seems to do nothing but dab red plum stains on her lips in the morning,
at night, and on the weekends. And also after an espresso on the house when
Tom-from-the-USA visits to “get away from the city.” On her nightly walks
near our fields, she sometimes hears soft piano notes floating in the fields.
She’s crazy. The only piano I know of is the one at school. And that one is
faaaaaaaar away.
Ding- ding-ding. A tall man with finger-length strands of messy hair walks
inside the cafe. A plain black tie hangs loosely from an open collared white
shirt. Swishing blue jeans turned around and around. His eyes swiveled
around the coffee shop and briefly glanced at the little boy before catching
sight of the young girl in a bunny apron.
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“Something strong please. And cold.” He carefully drapes his wool jacket
over the chair and sits down.
“But Oji-san, it’s dark outside. Dad tells me not to drink anything cold
because I might get sick! And um, I don’t want you to get sick too,“ the boy
mumbles.
A tick of annoyed weariness flitted across his glowing yellow eyes.
“Boy, what’s your name?”
The little boy hugged himself deeper into his favorite blue sweater. It’s
seen too much to be as bright and whole as before, but he loved it. And his
dad says it’s still warm enough to wear.
“Are you a stranger?” The boy stared at him, sincerely waiting for an answer with huge unblinking chestnut eyes. The munchkin looked like he had a
night full of questions to ask. The man sighs.
“My name is Shou. And yes, I am a stranger. I can tell that you are a good
boy, so don’t talk to me.”
“Oh really? Really? Why.”
“Ah, ah, ah! Shhhh. Didn’t your dad tell you to not talk to strangers?”
The boy’s eyes widened, covering his mouth with his hands. Quelling
down a much needed snort, Shou asks, “Have you heard the saying that idiots
don’t get sick?”
The boy nodded.
“Well, I am an idiot, so don’t worry. Thanks for warning me though.”
Shou smiled warmly for the first time since he walked into the store.
“Here’s an iced double shot espresso with a bit of cream and sugar.” Aki
sets down her special glass cup and a few cookies on a plate. “Sugar helps
with the weariness.” Turning away to the little boy, she squints, “Kenshin, it’s
getting pretty late. Time to go back home.”
“Fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnee. Oh, Aki Onee-san, that lip stain you just put on looks
good!” Kenshin scurried out of the door giggling, while she shouted his name.
A few days later, Kenshin came back home to see Shou lying on the floor,
reading a book. “Shou Oji-san!” His hands quickly flew to his mouth.
Kenshin’s dad looked at Shou. “Oh, I ran into your son my first night at
the cafe, and I told him that I’m a stranger.”
Snorting, he ruffled Kenshin’s hair, “Good job son. But don’t worry. He’s
not a stranger anymore. Shou’s come a long way from the city, and he’ll be
staying here for a little bit.”
“Dad, he’s also an idiot.”
“Kenshin, you can’t just cal-”
“-I told him that I’m an idiot too,” Shou mumbles.
As his dad walks away laughing to the kitchen to cook dinner, Kenshin sets
his backpack down and lays across from the messy man in sweats. Twenty
minutes of intense staring and occasional butt scratching passes by.
“What do you want, Kenshin?”
“What do you do? Like what do city people do? Grow crops in fancy glass
buildings? Drive big fast cars? Watch movies? Run--”

“--I buy my produce, thanks. And I used to have a bike until some hooligans stole it. Jeez, well, I’m a pianist.” Kenshin looks unimpressed. “That
means that I play music and get paid for it.”
Two big glass balls widen in awe. “Wow. “ Kenshin gets up and holds one
of Shou’s hands and turns them over.
“Reading my fortune?” Shou smirks.
Kenshin ignores the sarcasm and feels along the longer slender fingers.
“Dad says that you can really see a man through his hands.”
“And?”
“Your fingers are long.”
“That’s it?”
“And your palm too. Pretty big, but pretty and soft.”
Kenshin snorts. “You know, all my life, it’s been piano, piano, piano practice. Even when I’m taking a break so that my hands don’t fall off, all I
hear is the piano. All I see are the markings on paper--dynamics, tempo, key
signatures! Drove me crazy. In my whole career, I’ve been drilled over and
over to play by the book.”
Kenshin’s dad sets down some matcha tea and small ovals of chewy mochi.
Shou takes one and brandishes it in the air. “Whole notes. Guess my talent is
playing perfectly. But you know what? People call me a human metronome.
Not the best of nicknames. I play exactly as how the sheet music tells me to.”
“Isn’t that what you are supposed to do? At school, we read directions and
then follow them. That’s not a bad thing.”
Shou laughs at Kenshin’s straightforwardness. “Right. Well, not exactly.
It’s landed me some competition prizes, but it always feels like I’ve cheated
the listeners. I’m just a thief--a swindler. I get awarded for playing by the
book while others get slaps on the backs and flowers from close friends. Ah,
sorry for saying all of this to a little boy like you. Don’t know why I’m even
rambling.”
“Shou Oji-san, why are you here?”
The man sighed and stared at his cup.
The boy traced the sullen man’s hunched shoulders and weary lines across
his dry face. “Shou Oji-san, are you sick?”
“No, I’m fine. That’s what the doc says.”
“Hungry?”
“Well, I am eating with you.”
Kenshin watches Shou shift his eyes to his hands wrapped in his lap.
“Are you running away?”
“Kenshin!” the boy’s dad shouted.
“No it’s okay,” Shou whispered, “I am.”
The silence drips into the gaps on their mats. “You know, my name’s written with the characters, to soar to fly! I’m a living contradiction to myself.”
Kenshin looks at him blankly. “It means that no matter how hard I try, I don’t
know how to play freely. Watching my old friends look at me with contempt
and embarrassment kills me. They tell me to go to the doctor, but I can’t hear
music anymore. There’s no point! My body is gross!”
“Aki Onee-san says that at night, she hears music floating in our fields.”
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“In the fields?”
“Not all of them. Just ours.”
“Really.”
That night, Shou stepped out after dinner while Kenshin’s dad tucked his
boy in bed. Sound travels from the house into the field very clearly. In a
mixture of low drones and questioning tones, Kenshin’s dad asks what the
boy thought of the man.
“Shou Oji-san’s a real idiot.”
Shou kicks some stalks around. Well, I DID talk about myself that way.
“But his hands feel nice. They felt very warm to hold. I bet the piano likes
them too.”
The night breeze blew softly through the wispy rice stalks. The tall frumpy
man snorts and sits down to listen deep into the night. Something about that
field was magical. The constant pounding in his chest stopped digging him
deeper into ground. Glowing, yellow ember-colored stalks swish around his
body and start to slowly massage the thrumming away. His cynical words felt
meaningless. His peers’ judging and unconcerned eyes felt hollow. Exhaling
a sigh of relief, the young man started coughing. His throat felt sore, as if he
coughed up a blunt rock. But looking down, there was nothing in his hands.
A sudden eruption of coughs started. With each, the ground around him became muddier and wetter. The slosh thrummed, intermingling with Kenshin’s
innocent but clear voice. Shou could hear again.
The next day, Kenshin flew out of bed without rolling his futon. “Shou
Oji-san! Shou Oji-san!”
“On the table, Kenshin,” said his dad.
The boy skirted around the corners and face planted onto the mat. On it was
a note. “I can finally hear the music. Aki Onee-san was right. Thank you,
Kenshin. I’m going back.”

8
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Kevin Wood

Harvey Harper

Kevin Wood talks to
me through the side
of his
mouth

that still has teeth, and he tells me that I can call him a nut but not a weirdo.
“When you get home and find a guy rubbing on your sister under the blankets,
that’s a weirdo. A nut is a guy who comes into your house, kills your family,
and sits down to finish your dinner.
Don’t call me a weirdo.”
I tell him I only think he’s crazy because he’s unloading the 58th zipper
on his backpack with my knife’s blade fully extended and jutting out like
the thumb on his right hand. His response, the first of many, is to show me
the scars on his arms. He tells me every member of his family is buried in a
uniform.
His mom made captain.
He bends low for supplies and I can see where his pony tail pulled tight fails
to cover all of his bald spot. He says he has another bald spot from the sodium
pentothal the doctors juiced him with at the nuthouse they sent him to in the
60s. He was eight and the judge didn’t believe he couldn’t remember killing
that boy with a knife. That he only remembers his neighbors finding him filing
the nick out of his knife where it clipped the vertebrae.

YOU
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Abandoned Dreams by Nallely Montesinos
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Even without his bike leaning against the window, I would guess he doesn’t
drive.
He hands me two business cards stapled back to back: the menu for a bar
called the Flying Pig, and a poem printed on American flag paper-- 4 stanzas
with words like Honor and Flag and Police capitalized. It cost him $60 to print
120 copies of the poem, which he simply called a piece, so he put the copies
in a local bar with a cardboard donation box-- no less than one dollar please.
Seventy five percent of what he took in went to the senior center in Oceanside,
and they ended up with $275.
He takes back the poem and leaves me the menu.
Reattaching the clip to the outside of my pocket knife, he says he’s “raised
10 kids from 3 ready-made families, one of which was [his] own.” He used to
go down to the San Marcos stables where they’d pay him twenty bucks and
some food to sharpen their knives. He stopped going to the stable because it
was 4 hours between the transfer points and the hourly buses. Twenty dollars
wouldn’t cover the Marlboros he smokes every day.
Black box. Front pocket.

Book-4-23.indb 10

Four knives of varying sizes appear from nowhere and skid across matted
carpet to my knees. He tells me the polished one, the Kershaw, was a gift from
a plumber who found the knife in a wall. He thumbs the snap guard off the
knife sheath on his right hip and confirms that I carry mine on my right side.
He only carries the 119-- a model number-- because a cop tried taking his 120.
Meeting my eyes, he recalls telling the cop to “come and take it.”
He snaps my knife open but it’s still a little sticky. His tiny screwdrivers
spin their fix. Satisfied with the second attempt, he presents me the butt of the
blade. After taking my knife I look back up, and he’s holding out an adhesive
bandage.
“That’s a good luck charm. If you have to use more than one, go to the
hospital.”
Kevin Wood is at the Kraken every Sunday night until 7. They call him
Sharpy.
He charges $3 to sharpen a knife.
I owe him $2.
He tells me, “It’s on me, on my Honor.”
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The Brief Wondrous
Life of Mary I.

Grant Quackenbush

Mary I. was indecisive.
The one thing she was not indecisive about was her own indecisiveness.
She was, without a doubt, indecisive. But then again, she wasn’t sure.
“I mean, I decide sometimes,” she offered in explanation to a group of
close friends who had gathered for an intervention. “Like last Sunday. I went
to church and stayed the whole time. Well, almost the whole time. I got bored
and left.”
When Mary was a child her parents took her to the zoo where she ordered
ice cream from a vendor.
“I’ll have…that one,” she said, pointing to a tub filled with cold, pink
cream. The vendor scooped out the ice cream, put it in a cone, and gave it to
her. When she had it in her hands a sour expression rose up on her face and
she began to cry.
“What’s wrong, honey?” her parents asked.
“I wanted that one.”
“Which one?”
“That one,” she screamed, pointing in all directions.
Eventually it was settled that she wanted vanilla and so her parents swapped
out the cones and thanked the vendor, who smiled and said he understood.

YOU
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As they started to walk away, Mary began to cry.
“Honey, what’s wrong now?”
“I changed my mind. I want that one,” she said.
“Which one?”
“The pink one.”
The parents walked back to the vendor and tried to explain, but there was
no need for explanation: the vendor understood. He took back the white one
and gave her the pink one. But again, Mary began to cry.
It went like this for a while until the vendor eventually failed to understand
and gave her both cones to appease her.
“There, are you satisfied?” her parents asked.
“Yes,” she mumbled.
When they had gone a little ways she began to cry.
“What’s wrong?” her parents asked, exhausted and in monotone.
“I don’t want ice cream.”
When Mary was older she went to college. After two years of taking classes in nearly every subject she declared a major in anthropology. But after
thinking about it, she decided her passion was psychology and so scrapped
anthropology and declared psychology. But she really enjoyed art and she just
admired that Bob Ross so much, so the next week she withdrew from psychology and declared art, with an emphasis in painting. But then again, “art isn’t
going to make me money and I can just do it in my free time”, she thought, so
decided, finally, on engineering.
One day, in engineering class, she looked around and counted the students:
15 males, 14 females. Engineering is sexist, she thought, forgetting to count
herself. “I’m over it.” She packed up her things and left.
Shortly after that she dropped out of college. A year and six jobs later (telemarketer, volunteer at a hospital, retail associate in the lingerie department of
a Macy’s, bicycle mechanic, Pilates instructor, and a fast food “Window Service Operator” which required her to ask, hundreds of times each day, “Would
you like fries with that?”), she returned to college where she inadvertently
received her degree in nuclear chemistry.
“Nuclear chemistry,” she said, reading the scroll and scrunching up her
nose. “What’s that?”
Later she applied and was hired in a laboratory where she was to research
nuclear fission in the sun and how to harness it in an atom smasher but was
fired for spending her time watching History Channel on YouTube. I should
have majored in that, she thought, referring not to history but to Egyptology.
With no real knowledge or drive to speak of, she moved to Los Angeles
where, she heard, people made money. She was stopped on the street and
hired as a dancer at a classy place called Mike V’s Topless Hooters. She made
money. Good money. In five months she saved up forty-thousand dollars.
By this time she was known as Nina Ballerina. She began sniffing cocaine to
get her through the nights which piled atop each other like manure. She lost
weight. Lots of weight. She got in with the wrong crowd. One night, after
working a double from 2pm to 2am, she was driven home by Mike V. himself
who drove into a small alleyway between two brick buildings slapped with
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gum and spit and shadows and blood and pulled a man out of the trunk and
shot him.
“Let’s go,” he said when he got back in, reversing over the body.
In the night she stole away, the snores of Mike V. uninterrupted as the
padlock turned and unhinged and the door opened and shut and as Nina took
her forty grand gathered in four shoe boxes which she balanced in her hands
precisely, one would think, like four boxes of shoes, and hailed a cab and said,
“Anywhere but here.”
“Yous women,” the driver said, noticing the boxes. “Never can have
enough of them shoes.” He smiled and chuckled but Nina was silent.
She settled in Missouri and changed her name to be safe, but she didn’t like
the name so she changed it again. And again and again and again. She was
sent a letter from the county court that said she couldn’t change it anymore
and so was stuck with “Garland, Judy”.
When her money ran out she had no place to go but home, where she enrolled in community college, starting over with math and English. She was
much older and, thought her pre-calculus professor, mature than the other
students. The two fell in love and were married in Reno in December but she
was having second thoughts, she explained to Mr. Lemon on their Disneyland
honeymoon.
“I just don’t know if I can do this anymore.”
“Anymore? It’s been two weeks.”
“I know. But it’s been a long two weeks.”
Daffy offered them a hug and they took it.
The two divorced and Mary decided she was still a virgin. She never wanted to sleep with Mike V. and she wasn’t even sure if she had slept with Mr.
Lemon.
She decided she was going to be a vegetarian, beginning her new life with
a ten-day juice fast. A cleanse, as she thought of it. But by the second meal, as
she squeezed a lemon into a mixture of distilled water and cayenne pepper and
maple syrup she crumbled and fell and then stood and ran, running toward the
kitchen where she microwaved a pack of frozen hotdogs still in their plastic
wrapping and scarfed it like a wolf possessed, howling at the heat (for she had
not let them cool).
Around this time the close friends from childhood arranged the intervention. Mary was explaining how she was going to church to try to get her life
back on track.
“It’s just been so hard since Mr. Lemon,” she explained.
Her friends thought that a change of scenery would do her some good, so
they all chipped in and arranged for her to spend as much time as she needed
soaking in the natural hot springs of Esalen in Big Sur where she met and was
influenced by a profoundly famous movie star.
The profoundly famous movie star suggested that tomorrow, for her thirtieth birthday, they would go skydiving. Judy fidgeted, said yes, then no, then
something in between: I’ll meet you tomorrow at noon.
The profoundly famous movie star jumped first. Judy hesitated, thought of
excuses. She wasn’t getting any younger.
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Hearst Cottage Lamplight by Nancy Jarmusz

“Here goes nothing,” she said, and closed her eyes and jumped but just as
soon changed her mind—not out of fear but because she didn’t really want to
go skydiving after all, and so took off her pack and tried to swim back up to
the plane. Oh no, she thought, I don’t know how to swim. And the next thing
she knew she was floating.
She floated past the sky, past the planets, past the stars and past all space
and time until she reached a white curtain that stretched in either direction for
what seemed like, well, forever. She found a fold and entered heaven.
After a few minutes or years or eons (she wasn’t sure) she grew tired of
heaven.
“It’s too posh,” she told God. “Totally unrealistic.”
God sent her to hell and after only a few seconds there she decided it was
too realistic and thought she might try her luck in purgatory even though she
never believed in purgatory, but what the hell: maybe it exists.
She began walking toward the fiery gate but the devil lassoed her neck with
his tail and brought her into him and said, decisively, “Where do you think
you’re going?”
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Daylight Saving Time

CIARA GUTIERREZ

I wish we were like Daylight Saving Time
I wish you had an extra hour to sleep on this
I hope life is going good for you
It’s almost been a year since we last spoke
I still see you around town with people you said you hated but I guess that’s okay because you said you
loved me and now walk right past me I hate what a small town this is
You’re going to be leaving soon and it sucks I won’t be able to say goodbye
You never said goodbye either
Am I stupid for thinking you will?
It’s hard to make homes out of new arms since you kicked me out

14

You were the sun in my eyes and I guess it sucks that I’m not a part of your solar system when you were
the center of mine and I never knew how much you cared, but now I’m wondering if you ever did
I wish we were like Daylight Saving Time I wish you had an extra hour to sleep on this
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On to His Next: Eulogy for a Beagle
ROBIN KILRAIN

Sniffing out the tiniest of tidbits,
from sunny San Diego to soggy Seattle and back he led us, Extendo leash always taut.
Ever eager to get to the Next: the next adventure, surprise, morsel of delight.
Sniffing out the subtlest of emotions,
he continually nudged doors, be they literal or figurative, open.
With a push from his powerful hound nose, sticky hinges and guarded hearts held no sway.
When coconspirators illness and age eventually did, he still met life with enthusiasm.
Eyesight fading, he still saw what was important.
Hearing gone, he still understood perfectly.
Snoopy, Underdog, and Mr. Peabody had nothing on him.
Expounding wisdom with purpose, patience, and poise, he taught us well. Without any words, for 17 years,
Jude silently said it all.
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Penning an Elegy
SANDY CARPENTER

To An Old Salt:
After a phone call, after plane passage, after the passing of my crushed
father in a three-car crash, in a rush try to be on time for his violin solo, “I
Did It My Way” . . .
I pause to pick up his Navy pen.
I jot down surroundings of Dad, that Sea-dog:
His locker of trousers, all shirts of blue shades set full sail on wire hangers—
Oh, a great sea of shoes, by docked socks, all tan, all washed up,
rolled on racks, riggings ship-shape.
Belt buckles clank like yardarms, or shells in tin-cans, and moths any moment may fly from wool watch-caps.
His man-smell of bilge and backwater, salty sand, and shape of him locked
into navy blue burial suit,

16

black anchors moor a pocket hankie.

I stroke his spring striped-seersucker slacks meant for the next Sunday
service at church.
See one grass-stained knee showing a sickle from stooping to pick purple
snapdragons,
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The Gift

Never Received

Serena Sheffer

My relatives were
already a halfhour
late, as
usual.

Mom was finishing the final touches around the house; placing the hummus,
veggies, and pita chips on the coffee table, lighting the cupcake scented candles on the dining room table, then turning on my favorite music, classical.
The lighted chandelier above the dining room table showed the house off, as
always. Everything should have felt as any other birthday did. But it didn’t.
My cell phone rang earlier. When I saw the caller ID, I decided not to
answer it. He never picked up when I called, so I wanted to give him a taste
of his own medicine.
This was the first birthday Dad was not there. But, why was I upset over
this? I mean, for the 3 proms I attended, almost all of my band tournaments,
dance recitals, orchestra concerts; he wasn’t there. His depression seemed to
always find a way to intervene with these monumental moments. But why was
I letting this bother me now?
My phone flashed, “One New Voicemail-Dad.” I hesitantly swiped the
screen and listened to the sadness in his voice.
“Hi Serena. Happy birthday baby girl. Well, I guess you’re not my baby
anymore… Listen, I was wondering and hoping if you would want to meet up
for your birthday. Maybe tomorrow. Or whenever you’re free. I would love

YOU
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Statue of a Dancer by Mahnoor Mian
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to see you. Give me a call and let me know if that’s okay. Have a wonderful
day, baby. I love you very much and think about you all the time. You’re the
light of my life. Love you, Serena Rose. Bye.”
Dad always said I’m the light of his life, always called me baby girl, and
he always said he loved me. Sometimes if all of this is true, sometimes I
wondered why he’d risk the loss of his family to his love for alcohol. How
could he do that to us? Even after we gave him all of our love, support and
help, he chose the bottle? This concept still boggled my mind. So, I tried to
not think about him often.
I tossed my phone on my bed, fighting back tears, and changed into my
favorite gray t-shirt and blue skinny jeans. Being dolled-up for my birthday
didn’t sound too fun anymore.
My relatives finally arrived, forty-five minutes late, of course. The conversation and rituals are the same, as always. Jido (grandfather in Arabic) always bringing up the latest news in the political world with my brother, Sittee
(grandmother) drowning me with questions about how to access her emails
on her computer. Aunt Rose helping my mom in the kitchen, my Uncle Amir
and his wife Carla were playing with the dog in the den, as they always do.
The conversation, the food, the laughter, the overall ambiance of my birthday party was the same as all of my other birthdays. Every detail was identical to my other birthdays, but, everyone knew something was missing. No
songs were being played on the piano, nobody was bursting out into laughter,
wiping tears from their eyes from the goofy jokes that were always cracked,
and no embarrassing childhood stories were being told by my Dad, who always got a kick of making me blush.
Soon enough, everybody’s stomach was on the verge of exploding after a
delicious meal of beef stroganoff and birthday cake. Naturally, our stomachs
needed a rest from eating. So it was time to open presents.
I unwrapped the gifts as if I was searching for some sort of answer, but was
given nothing. From my mom and brother, a dark navy blue, leather tote bag.
From my grandparents, an annual pass to Disneyland. From Uncle Amir and
Carla, a heart necklace , and from Aunt Rose, a check.
I gave my little acceptance speech as I hugged each one of my relatives.
“Thank you all for helping me celebrate my birthday. I can’t possibly thank
you for all of your generosity.”
I wasn’t able to hug everyone.
From the corner of my eye, I saw my mom with one more gift. A silver,
rectangular box.
“One more gift Serena, from your father,” she murmured. She handed it to
me with one hand. I suddenly felt a wave of joy, then quickly morphed into
hesitation. Wasn’t this what I had been had I been wanting?
My family went silent. Sittee, trying to lighten the mood exclaimed, “Oh,
how nice of him to have remembered!”
I continued to open the silver rectangular box. I picked at the side of the
box, grabbed the tab, and carefully opened it. Something was wrapped in
white tissue paper. Picking up the object, I continued to unwrap; carefully.
What were my relatives thinking? Were they feeling these mixed emotions
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Teenage Wolfman by Denise Ruiz

like I am? Did they want to know what was inside? After all these months, all
of us giving and giving to him. Giving him help, support, rehab, and love. But
his hatred toward himself and his love for alcohol were too strong. And now,
he was giving something to me?
I tore the tissue and let it fall to the floor as I held my gift.
It was an angel figurine. Long brown hair, hazel eyes, a soft smile. She
held a heart at her bosom, while dressed in a long, delicate gray dress, my
favorite color. Her dress had roses scattered all around it. There were roses
on her sleeves, the bottom of her dress, on her wings; everywhere. She was
even wearing a rose in her hair.
It suddenly hit me; this figurine looks a lot like me. Me? The brown hair,
the soft smile, the earthy eyes. She was even wearing my favorite color. And
the roses on her dress. . .… Rose is my middle name. Serena Rose.
I then read aloud what was engraved in the middle of her dress, “To love
and be loved is the greatest gift of all.”
I looked at this angel once more, and then passed it around for my family
to see.
“Wow, she looks just like you!” Carla exclaims, trying to lighten the mood.
“Isn’t she the sweetest looking thing?” Aunt Rose smiles.
I nodded my head slightly. I didn’t know what emotion to show them.
Should I look happy? Sad? Remorseful? Upset?
“It’s lovely,” I said, slightly smiling slightly.
As the party ended I thanked everyone once more for coming and their
generosity. And of course, it took half an hour for everyone to say goodbye
to each other. Ugh.
Finally, everyone was gone. I ran upstairs and grabbed my phone, swiped
the screen, and dialed my dad’s cell phone number. As always, I got his
voicemail.
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Paris

REBECCA RAPP

The streets are parted down the middle,
A straight part, like my mother used to do.
Cobble stones, gray, black, gray, black echo with footsteps.
The night rains make stepping slick, slippery, smooth; I feel drunk with caution, walking on these archaic stones.
A hundred thousand people have walked this street, have wandered past the river, have gazed at the stars.
I look up at them now, these hastily placed pin pricks of white, their light gilded, glinting off of the black surface of the Seine.
I walk on, like so many others, lost and in love in the streets of Paris.
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The People Who Are The Enemy_1 by Tony Chahal

Remembrance

22

My grandmother danced barefoot
to traditional Korean trot music. She
spoon-fed me rice soup, making sure
she blew the heat out before giving
me a taste. The sweaters she knit for
my two sisters and I were intricate,
their patterns colorful and geometric
and so carefully made that, even after
her death, and long past our days of
wearing them, my mother would refuse to donate or throw them away.
My grandmother carried with her a
confidence borne of an early marriage and a strong-willed character.
With experienced fingers, she played
the piano to accompany her voice,
which sang aching, expressive songs
in the foreign sound of the Korean
language. She watched black-andwhite classic American movies until
she fell asleep, yelled at dogs when
they jumped on her legs, and placed
her false teeth in a pink cup halffilled with water on her headboard
shelf. Very few of the guests at her
funeral knew any of this. Very few
of the guests knew anything past the
superficial facts of the old woman
lying cold and stale and preserved to
be presentable inside the coffin. They
knew they were sad, and they knew
she was dead, but they didn’t know.
I was only thirteen then. I’d had my
grandmother for thirteen years, and
almost half of those years I’m not
sure if I truly recall or only believe
I do because I’ve seen photographs.
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ic of her silly solo dance, which she
did with her eyes closed and a smile
on her face. On the really hot days,
like this one, she would always dance
barefoot.
My grandma’s window faced the
outside street, so with my forefinger
and thumb, I was able to split open
the thin aluminum blinds to look for
my parents, but they weren’t outside.
There was nothing but the blank
midnight sky and an empty street illuminated orange by the streetlights.
I felt like crying because I thought
they had left me to suffer the boredom of spending the night with my
grandma. My toes curled from the
cold, so I turned back with reluctance
after she called for me. When I went
to her bed and lifted the thick blanket
to tuck myself in, then I really started
crying. She asked me what the mattire house, trot music was blaring. ter was, but between the suffocating
The singer’s nasally voice made us heat of her embrace and my tearful
squirm, and the old-fashioned style hiccupping, I couldn’t tell her that I
made us scrunch our faces and gig- didn’t want to spend the night watchgle. When my grandma came out of ing colorless old movies and sleeping
her room swaying along to the music, in the same bed as my grandmother
we giggled even harder. She really who smelled like old laundry. The
did love the music, but more than only light in the room came from
that, she loved to hear us laugh, so the television, and the only light
she swung her arms and moved her that came from the television came
feet in exaggerated steps, joining us in slight variations of white. I nevon the rug. We watched her strong, er said a word, but she must have
pale feet crinkle the straw rug and sensed my disappointment because
resisted the temptation to dance with she got out of bed and told me to folher, afraid we would break the mag- low her into the kitchen. She sat me
Some stories in particular are so tender I can’t forget.
The summer heat was stifling. On
a straw rug, my sisters and I lay on
our backs. Four big, red birds were
sewn into the yellow straw, and
the edges of the rug were curled
and worn from use. Above us was
the ceiling fan that we willed to go
faster because the heat was near
unbearable, and throughout the en-

“The
summer
heat was
stifling.”
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down on the wooden kitchen chair,
where I waited for twenty minutes
and listened to the sizzles and pops
of my grandmother’s cooking. There
are things that I fill into my memory
for the sake of making it real again
and for allowing this memory to run
as a story – how long I waited for the
food, how dismal the street looked
to me that night – but there are some
things that I just can’t invent or bring
back. I don’t recall everything she
cooked, I don’t remember whether
she hummed as she shuffled around
in the kitchen, and I don’t know if
there were a few sniffles that still remained in me as I sat there being as
gloomy as a five-year-old could get.
I don’t remember those details at all.
What I do remember, though, was the
warmth of the food as she brought it
out to me on a tray. It was the same
tray we’d use for her once she grew
too weak to feed herself, but I was at
the inexperienced age of five then. I
didn’t even understand that death and
sickness was something that could
touch anyone I loved. I was five, and
my grandma was healthy. In fact, she
was glowing from the excitement of
letting me sample her food. She was
near radiant. I remember her settling
on the chair she pulled out across
from me, and how delicately she
blew across the surface of the soup
so that it was the perfect temperature
once she fed it to me. I was five and
petulant, and now I’m seventeen and
wistful, wishing that I hadn’t let on
that I didn’t want to spend the night
with her, but feeling lucky that it
granted me a fond memory of a midnight snack.

I feel lucky because the memories I remember most after the happy
ones were not tender at all. They are
relentless and heavy and sobering.
– Relentless in how these memories
treated my mom, heavy in our chests
when we stand in front of my grandmother’s gravestone, and sobering in
the way her death affected us.
She had Type 2 diabetes. She never ate well, and she didn’t take care
of her body. It landed her in a nursing home, and then it brought her to
a hospital bed and kept her there. We
didn’t visit that hospital room often
(I don’t think my mom liked the idea
of having us witness our grandma’s
slow death), but it remains as stark
and glaring a memory as the hospital room itself. Everything in there
was white. The starched sheets,
the complicated oxygen machine,
the tile floor – it was all white. My
grandmother, too, pale under the thin
covers, was so sickly white she was
almost transparent. Medical tape
stuck with a cruel adhesive hold on
her wrinkled hands, and a tube stuck
unnaturally out of her mouth. I don’t
think she was ever lucid enough to
understand what was going on or
where she was because her eyes were
constantly glassy, so there was nothing to do but marvel at the sterile,
white floor as ventilator hissed beside us.
At the funeral, where we wore
all black, my family and I sat in our
own designated section of the room.
There was snot on my sleeves and on
the collar of my jacket because I was
afraid to ask for tissue. My memory
is spotty here too, but my next mem-

ory holds no sequence. I don’t know
where it fits, just that it’s seared into
my memory. My grandmother had
high cheekbones, silver hair, even
skin, and a full face. Her eyes were
almond-shaped, her chin was strong,
and dimples flashed whenever she
smiled or yelled. The old woman in
the coffin wasn’t her. The face of
that woman was warped, her hair was
limp, and half her face was sunken.
It scared me, and when I went alone
to the restroom afterwards to wash
my face, I did it as quickly as I could
because I was afraid she’d pop up behind a bathroom stall or show up in
the reflection of the bathroom mirror.
I was thirteen then, and old enough to
feel guilty about my fear, but I felt it
all the same.
These things are hard to talk about,
and there are things that are even
harder to think about – like how my
mom ran sobbing to the casket as it
was being dropped underground, the
number of graduations my grandmother missed, and the new grandchild she would never help raise –
but she did help raise my sisters and
me. She was a part of life since we
were babies, and despite her death,
that’s how she remains.
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Purpose

26

Several years ago when I was a
new English teacher, I was asked by
my department to write a short reflection about my goals and purpose
as an educator. It seemed a doubtful
exercise at first, since my aim was
universal, obvious, a no-brainer.
Nevertheless, here is what I wrote:
“I will inspire in every single student
who enters my classroom an abiding, ever new delight in the written
word, either their own, that of their
peers or discovered in the stirring
professional models I assign.” Was
this tightly constructed statement
not the sine qua non, the bottom line,
of all language arts instruction?
Here was a mission statement
forged in the purifying fire of the
Romantic Age I admit, but is the
joy found in literacy, not timeless,
not transformative? Aren’t students
simply embers waiting to be fanned
by the rarefied oxygen of high minded writing prompts to glow in their
own self-actualizing heat? I may
have strained the metaphor, but it
propelled me safely through the first
week of class.
However, the heady goal of 100%
student rapture lasted only until week
two, when I revised the estimate to a
more prudent 78%, with an error factor of plus or minus five.
By week three my purpose had
evolved again. This time into the
happier, almost pastoral vision of
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Andrew Freedman
less haphazard attendance, more keyboarded papers with properly placed
headings, more spirited attempts to
adhere to the assignment’s guidelines, less phones glowing in the
dark. Results…uneven.
During week four, after having lost
the majority of my auditory learners
to their private reveries and ear buds,

“. . .I had been
teaching
abstractions,
not humans.”
I strove to captivate what remained
of my visual learners, many of whom
during my daily exhortations about
this or that essential rhetorical strategy, thumbed abbreviated messages
to distant beings who obviously had
little regard for transitional phrases.
When they didn’t succumb to the
wonders of my scintillating power
points (complete with flying text,
cartoon noises and magically appearing images), I showed a series
of PBS videos, each timely and controversial. The reactions were mixed:
either deep sighs of empathy, or a
murmuring I took for moral outrage.

A number of these students I regret
to admit joined the auditory ranks
shortly after Mike Wallace’s biting
exposé on “Why Students are Happier in Finland” and Frontline’s sobering “The Myth of Multitasking.”
To my credit, I retained a distant
hope for my kinesthetic learners, but
found to my dismay that they began
to lose interest in my mission shortly after realizing that building an essay or crafting an argument did not
involve power tools.
Week five. After reading convincing studies on the subject, I
retrenched into group work. My
purpose was to instill an appreciation for community and collective
purpose, the classroom as microcosm. I watched in bewilderment
as the promised collaborative fervor deteriorated into a rugged, frontier-style individualism that quickly
trampled the needs of the village. I
made a mental note to write to Faculty Focus.
At the beginning of week six, my
purpose suffered what in the foreign
policy of my youth was curiously
known as an “agonizing reappraisal.” Why was I seeing no enduring,
ever-new delight, no epiphanies? To
my disbelief, no one had asked me
if they could borrow my dog-eared
copy of The Razor’s Edge. But as the
Transcendentalists observe, life is
composed of both shadow and light.
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House of the Dust by Nallely Montesinos

So in the thickest part of my disillusionment, that moment just before
despair eclipses hope, I discovered
something. With one astonished
glance at my grade book, I realized
that not one student had dropped! After two revisions, four quick-writes,
several reading journals, a startling
video on functional brain scans and
a spirited game of internet trivia, the
same earnest faces peered back at me
from the same uncomfortable seats
in the same windowless classroom.
Furthermore, everyone was turning
in work, some of it rudimentary of
course, but much of it engaging and
thoughtful, expressing uniquely en-

joyable voices and compelling ideas.
Comma splices and fragments began
to mean less. The rubric lost much
of its menace, sentence boundaries
were violated with less dire consequences, while genuine engagement
and finding a more realistic core of
expression became a holier grail. I
felt revived but remained troubled.
Under the threat of caffeine poisoning, I agonized nervously during
weeks seven through ten. Perhaps a
more beneficial purpose would prove
to be simply holding fast to the tiller
as my students heaved mightily at
the oars. Together we would face the
roiling and unpredictable waves of

the student learning outcomes. Plagiarism’s tidal surge and the sucking
rip current of the works cited page
that had floundered so many college
careers would be faced and repelled.
With my sextant I would chart a new
course. I would cast overboard my
questionable educational philosophy
as so much bilge water. Once again
I’ve extended a perfectly good metaphor to the point of irritation, but a
man seeking land uses any available
buoy.
Week Twelve. The voice of my
grandfather Benjamin comes into my
head unbidden: “Don’t ask a scientist
about real estate or a farmer about
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The Things We Cherish by Tyler Jobe
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baseball, go to the source of truth.”
This counsel initially confused me
because I remember some great baseball players who had been farmers
such as Grover Cleveland Alexander
and Roy Hobbs. But that’s wandering off topic or missing the point
isn’t it? Since these are practices I
forbid in my students’ writing, I can
hardly condone them in my own.
Back on task.
My grandpa’s statement also provoked me to a more promising destination-- I’d propose a question about
purpose to my students in hopes of
achieving what the Vulcans call a
mind meld. “What is the purpose of
life?” I asked this in dry erase marker, fueled by the same savage idealism that has stalked and hobbled me
all my life. I anticipated a flurry of
responses such as “to be at peace
with all sentient beings,” “to establish a world of tolerance,” “to help
rid the earth of infectious disease, of
war, of trickle-down economics,” “to
cool global warming,” “to be the next
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Bill Gates.” The answers I actually
received from many of them were
more sensible, more restrained, and
yet more revealing: “to be a nurse,”
“to teach pre-school,” “to open my
own business,” “to live everyday to
the fullest,” “to dream big.” An equal
number of the responses exposed
darker, more urgent realities: “to
become independent, so I can raise
my daughter while my husband is in
prison,” “to show my parents I’m not
a failure,” “to stay away from bad
people,” “to kick drugs and be happy”, “to pass the entrance test for the
military”, “to be the first person in
my family to graduate from college.”
Confronted with these more intimate
concerns, I realized that for three
months, I had been teaching abstractions, not humans.
In this expanded worldview, requiring a thesis-driven, multi-paragraph essay can seem a puny, pointless act, even if it is essential for
college success. So now, on deeper
examination, my purpose ultimately

turns out to be less pretentious. I plod
onward in the spirit of detached compassion. I try to meet each individual
student where they are in their particular “hero’s journey,” encouraging
them in their unique striving to “follow their bliss” while offering them
a more accessible literacy (I hope)
than they may have experienced or
even valued before. I am also finding
a willingness to learn their curriculum for my own on-going education.
Most of all, of course, my ultimate
goal is simply not minding so much
if I fail, or if they never find ecstasy
in a well-crafted essay or pleasure
in the work of the great thinkers and
stylists, or even realize that in such
writers they might find an surprising
ally in what will invariably prove to
be a lifelong battle for happiness and
expressing their own purpose.
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Am Not, Will Not
SARAH VALVERDE

My grandma doesn’t love me at age 16.

I am smarter than a woman should be.

I leave my peers far behind,

Her granddaughter became her daughter-in-law.

a diploma clutched in my fist.

I did not turn into the woman she wanted me to become.

Her lips purse and she realizes
I am not the child she wants me to be.

Each date lasts less than an hour as
I sit and watch the spark die.

With every bullet I fire and the blood that collects

The relationship ends over the phone.

on my skin and every bit of filth that crosses my lips,

Two weeks and we’re done, that’s all.

her eyelids narrow as she takes it in.

I do not have the husband she wants me to get.

No man will ever want me.
I will not have the children she wants me to have.

Her bags lie packed in the foyer and I
place a CD in the tray, my TV blares Xbox tones.

I lecture my friends on grammar.

She climbs into the SUV with help from her least favorite son.

We discuss mythology all day.

A worn controller is clutched in my hands.
Our eyes remain forward, our backs remain turned.
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Mother’s Nature

Blythe Asta
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She turns and
walks
away.
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A few seconds later I feel a cold trickle running down the back of my neck.
I jump out of my chair and shriek. My mother is standing behind my chair
with a bottle of water in her hand. My sister and my mother are both laughing
uncontrollably, which of course makes me laugh. The hysterics eventually
settle and things calm back to normal as my mother goes to the stove to begin
making us all lunch. I drink the rest of my water leaving just enough to turn
and throw it at her. She shrieks which then explodes into uproarious laughter
again. I lean towards her to meet her high-five for getting her back and catching her off guard, leaving my empty bottle on the counter.
There’s an empty bottle on the counter. She’s at it again. She’s screaming
expletives about something that I can’t even make sense of. She expresses her
frustrations in swearing slurs as I walk down the hall, trying to get as far away
from her as possible. She follows me down the hall but turns into her bedroom, slamming her door hard enough to rattle the windows throughout the
house. A minute later, she continues shouting curses that I can barely make
out through the wall. I can feel the vibrations of her slamming things around
her room. I can hear the static of her TV turning on. She’s finally worn herself
out. Just minutes later I know that she is falling asleep.
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Catalina Beach by Nancy Jarmusz
I am falling asleep. She runs her fingers through my hair listening to me
talk about my day. She knows that rubbing my head and playing with my hair
relaxes me the most. She knows that it’s my favorite. Even though I know that
her hands must be getting tired, she won’t stop until she knows that I have
fallen asleep by the sound of my soft snoring. She asks me how my classes
are going. How work is going. How my relationship is going. I tell her that
everything is going well. I try to give her enough details but my words start
to mumble. I start to lose track of my words as I get lost in the feeling of my
mother’s fingers running through my hair. My eyes roll.
Her eyes roll. She tells me that it doesn’t make any sense for me to transfer
to a university so far away. I tell her that the 126 miles to Northridge isn’t
even nearly as far as I’d like to go. She tells me that I should continue living
at home and go to the local university that everyone else goes to in order to
save my money. I tell her that I’m not like everyone else and that Northridge
is surprisingly cheap compared to other universities that I have in mind. She
won’t admit it but she’s not ready for me to leave. She’s not ready to lose the
extra money that I pitch in for bills. She’s not ready to lose my calm way of
talking my sister back into shape. My desire to leave overwhelms her. She
pours herself a glass of wine.
She pours us all a glass of wine. The family is all together celebrating my
birthday. She’s telling me how much she loves me. How proud of me she is.
She tells the family that I’m a published writer in my school’s magazine even
though I keep reminding her that it’s just a rumor. That nothing has been
verified yet. She reminisces of what a good girl I’ve always been, telling embarrassingly cute stories from my childhood. She brags about how productive
I am with everything that I’m balancing in my life right now. I finally tell
her that I was chosen to participate in that internship that I worked so hard

to apply for. My family congratulates me and raises a toast. My mother is so
proud that she’s crying.
My mother is crying. She tells me that I am selfish for leaving my family,
knowing how much they need my help. I try to ignore her. I continue packing
my things into boxes. Her voice starts to rise accusing me of not giving a
damn about anyone but myself. I tell her that she should be supportive of my
decision to go to university and finally live on my own. She tells me that I
have no right to turn my back on my own family. That I have no right to leave
them struggling. I tell her that I am leaving exactly because I don’t want to
struggle my entire life like she has. She has stopped crying. She just scoffs
at me and tells me that I will struggle with the student loans debt that I will
certainly incur. She turns and walks away.
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What Price Love?
JOAN GERSTEIN

I try to buy love on a layaway plan.

Each time I arrive, the entrance is barred.

Lack of resources prevents final purchase.

A statement on the revolving door reads,

Eventually it is returned to the shelf

Closed for deconstruction. Your savings are

where love exceeds its expiration date

secure. Your soul has been sold.

and is tossed out with other garbage.
I try to cajole love from Cupid’s arrow,
I try to attract love with a bleeding heart,

he quivers from the weight of my yearning,

nurture its cousins, compassion and pity,

boasts that he is finally learning

but flames from the golden rule burn

to set limits on what he will strike.

my flesh and my mind is mined for guilt.

He flits about until my ardor dies.

I try to withdraw love at the local bank

I try to follow love on a highway

although my interest has waned.

but an officer says I missed the bus.
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I hitch a ride in an Edsel but roadblocks
force it out of circulation. Everywhere
I turn, I seem to be going against
traffic. In the end I run out of gas.
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The Judge’s Boy

Ofir Cahalan

“How many
cigarettes
do we
have left,
Pry?”

Pryor looked into the pack and counted three and a couple of half-used butts.
“Three,” he told his friend Randall as he handed him one while he took out
a stub for himself. I forgot to go to Traylor’s during Jimmy’s last shift to get
more; I guess these’ll have to last until after school on Monday. They walked
silently for a minute uphill into the Mineral Woods, each a little slower than
boys their age should, not aided by the early summer heat, their smoke-filled
lungs or the case of beer that weighed them down. Or, we could just ditch on
Monday and get them when Jim’s shift starts in the morning. I don’t think I
want to wait all day just for a smoke. Pryor shook his head and countered with
a no. Mr. Traylor is too tight with my dad. If he sees us at his store during
school hours, doesn’t matter who’s behind the counter, I’m going home to a
lecture about truancy or some other bullshit.
Pryor’s father was a former judge who moved his wife and infant son out
to backwater Mineral, California, when putting kids in jail got to be too much
for him. He was technically a legal consultant, but in a pissant town like Mineral that mostly meant he helped people decide whether an extra half-acre of
land was worth the ensuing legal battle, or if it was just easier to build a shed
a little farther west, after all it was shadier there anyway, wasn’t it? Pryor
thought it was a pretty mundane living, and not much of a living anyway since
most people never paid. The Walker’s didn’t need the money. Mineral never
offered them much in the way of expenses so Judge Walker, as he was still respectfully referred to even though no one had ever seen him on a court bench,
never demanded his fees be paid. Pryor sometimes wondered how so many
people in a town the size of Mineral needed legal help, because his father never lacked for favors, and sometimes random strangers would tell him to say hi
to his dad, and give him a free coke or extra chips with his quarter-pounder.
That was why they had to go to the woods to drink beer. His dad had eyes
everywhere, and any deviance on Pryor’s part was bound to get reported back
home. It wasn’t that he was a bad kid, Pryor was smart (or at least he wasn’t
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stupid), worked hard in school, and was generally afraid of breaking the rules.
But he was also a teenager, and that came with its own obligations as well.
His friend Randall Bagley was quite the opposite. Randall lived with his
father in a trailer across town. Mr. Bagley drank too much, and wore a belt
with a buckle that bore a striking resemblance to marks on Randall’s back.
The two were friends for reasons that were beyond them. In small towns, you
make unlikely associations and some of them stick, sometimes forever. They
walked to their secret spot in the woods, nicknamed The Hollow, whose only
secret was in the acts committed there by kids trying to have fun away from
their parents. Pryor wondered how much longer they’d be able to do things
like this. Pryor was off to college in the fall, Randall was off to god-knowswhere, maybe nowhere. They didn’t even have the summer together, Pryor’s
father had found him a job at a firm whose senior partner owed Judge Walker
a favor. The old men at the practice joked that after a bit of schooling they’d
have a position open for Pryor himself. Pryor knew it wasn’t really a joke, but
he chuckled when he heard it just the same.
As the two boys entered the woods and neared the circle of logs they
planned to litter with empty beer cans, they heard voices ahead of them.
When they arrived, they found that they weren’t the only ones with the idea
of drinking away the Saturday afternoon. A group of four boys slightly older than Pryor was already there. They’d been drinking, which came as no
surprise. Nobody was ever sober at The Hollow for long. Pryor and Randall
approached slowly, disturbing the party already underway. They were eyed
suspiciously until the four boys already there noticed the case of beer Pryor
carried. Don’t be greedy, the roughest looking of them said to Pryor. Pryor
glanced at his friend, then at the boy whose hand was already outstretched,
waiting for the can Pryor hadn’t offered. After a pause, Pryor reached into the
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case and handed over a can, then three more when the others looked at him
expectantly. He didn’t know any of the boys around him, realized they were
older than he first thought, and thought best to keep things friendly. He was
there to have fun, and if that meant his beer had to water a few more mouths,
Pryor was fine with that. Randall however, wasn’t so altruistic, and when the
boys around the circle helped themselves to a second round, and then a third,
he spoke up. You guys going to leave some for us? They were the first words
either of them had said since they arrived, even to each other, and they weren’t
received warmly. The assumed leader of the gang, a tall guy with a face tattoo,
looked Randall squarely in the eye, then said, Oh sorry friend, here let me grab
one for you, and he reached into the case, cracked a beer, started to hand it
to Randall, then turned his wrist and poured the beer onto the ground. Oops,
sorry buddy, but I guess we shouldn’t waste that should we, besides kids like
you like some flavor in your beer dontchya? He took a step closer to Randall,
stopped and gestured expectantly at the ground. Randall stared at the foaming puddle slowly disappearing as the two stood facing each other. Kids like
us? Randall spat back, What do you mean kids like us? Pryor could see they
were in a tight spot, the other three of the gang had circled Randall and Face
Tattoo. For some reason none of them paid much attention to Pryor. He was
outside the standoff, but if anything that made it worse. He couldn’t decide if
he should run away, jump into the middle of the crowd, or worse of all, just
stand there. He stayed put, watching the tension escalate.
Randall had begun to shout, and Pryor knew it was only a moment or two
before punches started flying. Randall never was one for de-escalation, or
statistics for that matter, and a fight was all but certain. His antagonist was
ominously quiet for having started the altercation, confident that four against
one gave him the luxury to not have to posture. He continued to stare at Ran-
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dall, until Randall raised a fist, then everything was a blur. Pryor saw the older
boy shrug, and suddenly Randall was on the ground, his face being driven into
the bubbly brown dampness in the ground. The other three hadn’t even moved
when the fight started, and Pryor saw now that they were just there to enjoy
the show, had probably seen this happen every Saturday. Pryor began to feel
sick; the unfairness of the situation hit him in the gut. Why did this guy have
to pick a fight with them? Why did Randall have to egg him on? And why was
Pryor alone, unable to do anything? He looked around as if he could find help,
but the woods were deserted, that was why they’d come here in the first place.
He saw a rock on the ground nearby, and resolved himself to do something. It
wasn’t fair, what these guys were doing, and so he wouldn’t be fair either. But
as soon as he even flinched in the direction of the stone, a bystander rediscovered him and soon he was no better off than his friend.
The pair limped off, stale beer and mud still covering their clothes and hair,
and headed back towards the road. The gang eventually got bored of them,
and neither had received too bad of a beating. Pryor considered how things
could have gone worse. As disheveled as Pryor looked, he imagined Randall
looked at him with less disgust than if he hadn’t gotten involved. Randall was
fuming, but that was to be expected, and Pryor was ready to count the experience as a push, and limp home. As they got to the road, they saw a pickup with
out of state plates, and a ten-minute paint job. Randall pointed at it and smiled.
I bet that’s there fuckin truck, wutchya think Pry? Pryor looked at it but said
nothing. Fuck those guys, Randall said, and he bent over to grab a handful of
rocks, tossed some to Pryor and started to take out the windows. The sound of
glass shattering was so satisfying, bursting like firecrackers, and Pryor soon
joined in the barrage. They exhausted their ammo and started to look for more.
They were having fun, caught up in the universe restoring balance or some
shit, and they didn’t hear the other car come around the corner. Didn’t notice
it at all until the red-white-and-blue blinded their eyes, and the siren screamed
syncopated shrieks in their ears. Pryor froze right away, he hadn’t developed
the instinct to run from the cops like so many other kids his age. He stood
there, a rock in one hand, unable to move, wondering where Randall had disappeared to. The cop got out of his car, trudged over to Pryor slowly, too slow.
God, fuck, why was he walking so slow?
Pryor hadn’t even flinched, but he had time during the cop’s long march
towards him to guess the font that SHERIFF'S DEPT was written in on the
side of the Crown Vic. Drop the rock son, the cop said, and Pryor heard it hit
the ground at his feet, he didn’t even know his hand had let it go. He was put
against the side of the car, searched haphazardly as the deputy looked him
over. What’s your name kid? Pryor said his name was Pryor. Your last name
boy. I need your last name for the report. Pryor said his name was Walker. Oh,
you’re the Judge’s boy. It wasn’t a question, but Pryor nodded anyway. The
deputy took his hands off of him, and told him to get in the car. They drove in
silence for a few minutes, but it felt longer. Pryor had never been in a cop car
before, he felt like he should tell the cop there was a mistake. He was a good
kid, and good kids didn’t go to jail, didn’t he know that? The cop wanted the
four boys in the woods, not him. But Pryor stayed silent. He stayed silent even

after the cop missed the turn off for the station, missed the next one too, and
then exited the road in the wrong direction. Pryor wanted to say something,
wanted to ask where they were going. There was no way the cop was lost.
Nobody got lost in Mineral who’d been there more than five minutes. But the
car kept driving, farther away from the station, through Main Street, and eventually onto Pryor’s block. Then it was clear, and Pryor’s heart sank. No, he
shouted, not here, please. The cop ignored him, stayed silent until the car was
in park, and just said, Stay here kid, as if Pryor was waiting until now to run
away. The cop went up to Pryor’s house, knocked on the door, and then Pryor
couldn’t look anymore. He waited for another eternity before his door opened,
the cop beckoning him out of the car. He didn’t want to move, but he ended up
at his porch all the same, his feet betraying him. He expected to see his father
at the door, was surprised to find him in the kitchen instead, his back turned.
There was a bottle of scotch on the counter, and a half-empty glass beside
it. His father almost never drank. Pryor didn’t even know he kept liquor in the
house. Pryor took a breath, his father heard him, and turned. He’d been yelled
at by his father before, and braced himself for the worst. He thought of Randall, the marks on his back that he never wanted to talk about, and again wondered what had happened to him. His father stayed quiet for a moment, stared
at him even harder, and then just said, Explain. Pryor didn’t know where to
start, his head sunk with recounting everything that had happened, rehearsing
what to say. He was so shaken that he started speaking mid-sentence, the first
half of his story told in his head. He was sure he sounded crazy, but he kept
pouring out everything he could, faster and faster until he wasn’t even saying
clear sentences. Abruptly he stopped, not even sure why, and his father was
somehow a step away from him. How did he get there? Pryor didn’t know
what was happening, what to expect. Nothing in his life had prepared him for
this moment, and again he felt sick with injustice. He tried to stop thinking, assess the situation, again wondered why his father wasn’t speaking. He looked
at his father’s face for the first time, not his eyes, he wasn’t up to that yet, but
he managed to get up to his father’s chin. He hadn’t shaved that morning,
maybe not that week. Why was he so unkempt? He looked like he hadn’t been
out of bed all day. Is that it? Pryor didn’t even see his father’s lips move. He
wanted to say more, thought if he could just keep talking he could make his
father see why it wasn’t his fault, why it was okay. But he didn’t say anything,
didn’t even nod, just resigned to looking at his feet, bracing for, he didn’t
even know what. Look at me, boy. His eyes moved a little, back to his father’s
waist, saw the belt of his father’s bathrobe, loosely knotted and dingy. The
belt swished, and his face stung. It happened so fast he thought he’d imagined
it at first. Now his eyes found his father’s, saw the disappointment, the surprise. He’d never known his father to hit anybody, ever. His father looked up
at him from his hand; Pryor felt his gaze as strong as he felt the red print on
his cheek, and knew it didn’t matter how much he explained. He was wrong.
Then the tirade began. What gives you the right to punish anyone? Who are
you to decide who deserves what? Apparently Pryor had been more descriptive in his story than he’d first thought. It doesn’t matter what you think they
did to you, you will respect the law in this house. And then Pryor lost track
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again, the heat on his face transformed to a dull ache, and he endured, silently
vowing never to upset his father again.
Driving home from work, Pryor saw a familiar set of lights behind him in
his rear-view mirror. He looked over, and saw Randall giving him the finger,
a crooked smile flashing as bright as the lights on his car. Who ever let that
guy be a cop? Pryor smiled to himself, returning the salute in kind before
turning off towards his house. He parked by the curb, checked the mail, and
went inside. His daughter Dinah wasn’t home from school yet, a fact which
didn’t surprise him even if it was getting late. She tended to arrive when she
felt like it, interpreting his reluctance to enforce a curfew as tacit approval of
her behavior. He’d never been a strict parent, a fact that drove his wife crazy
before she passed, and with her gone his leniency became legendary, making
his daughter the envy of every teenager in town. He went to the kitchen, fixed
himself a drink, and settled on the couch. Not for the first time he felt like a
child in his own home. It had barely changed at all since it had been his father’s. His father was twenty years in the grave and he still felt like the place
wasn’t his. He’d barely changed anything; the layout was the same, even if
the furniture was different, replaced as it wore down. Even a wife and daughter had barely been able to alter the home. It had never been a family place.
People around town still called it Judge Walker’s place, still called Pryor the
Judge’s boy when they didn’t know he was listening, and sometimes even
when they did.
He checked the clock, it was almost dark and he was starting to wonder
where Dinah was. It was a Friday night, and she usually stopped home to
change before going out with her friends; this wasn’t like her. He considered
calling some local parents to see if she was at any of her friends’ houses,
but didn’t want to embarrass her, convincing himself she probably stopped
at home right after school, and left before he got there. He enjoyed his drink.
Despite his slight anxiety, he found his eyelids getting heavy with the day,
and slipped into a nap.
He felt a pounding in his head. Reverberating through his core, it woke him.
He looked up, confused, alarmed, realizing the pounding was coming from
outside him, outside the house. Someone was at the door, banging; he thought
they’d break the door down. He went to open it cautiously, saw it was a neighbor, for some reason he couldn’t think of his name. Opening the door, he felt
anxious again. Why hadn’t Dinah answered the door? Was she still not home?
It was well passed midnight, and his dread climaxed when he saw the look
on his neighbor’s face. Where have you been? Why haven’t you been picking
up the phone? He reached into his pocket, pulled out his cell and saw it was
filled with missed calls and messages. What is it? Did something happen?
Now his neighbor was silent, giving Pryor a chance to collect himself. James,
he remembered his name, tell me what’s going on. James took a step back,
and was suddenly not in a hurry to say anything. It’s Dinah, you need to come
down to the Sheriff’s right away. Pryor waited for more, but that was it. What
happened to Dinah? Is she okay? Still nothing, just a scared look, with a hint
of pity laced in. Just get to the Sheriff’s, okay? And then he left, backing away
awkwardly, then turning and quickly shuffling off of the property. Pryor ran
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to his car, got in, tried to start it, and realized he’d left his keys in the house.
Embarrassed he went back inside, and found them in the kitchen by his bottle
of scotch, where he’d left them when he first walked in.
Despite the delay, he found himself in the car, hoping he had enough gas to
make it to the department. The driving was slow even though he was sure he
was speeding. He focused on the yellow light on the dash, because he didn’t
want to focus on the road, on where he was going, or what was waiting for
him when he got there. When he got close to the station, he thought it was on
fire. Somebody set the damn thing up, Why would they do that? Was Dinah
inside? That didn’t make any sense. His face felt damp, he’d been crying. His
shame returned again, then his vision cleared and he saw the station wasn’t
on fire at all. Every trooper in the state it seemed was parked outside, all their
lights flashing at once, illuminating what had before been an inconsequential
backwoods station, really just an office and a single holding cell, but now
looked like the fucking Vegas strip. You could probably see this place from
space, Pryor thought as he parked and tried to collect himself. He tried to open
the door, but it was locked and refused him. He looked for the button to unlock
it, found it harder to press than he remembered, and jumped at the sound of
the handle unclicking. He was still frozen, afraid to get out and go inside, so
he sat another moment. He could sense his chest moving, but didn’t feel any
air entering his lungs. Finally someone outside saw him, a desk jockey who
sometimes moonlighted as a meter-maid for Mineral’s one street with timed
parking. He was quite reviled by everyone, and Pryor slouched into his chair,
thinking it wasn’t too late to hide. But his door opened anyway. There you are,
everyone’s waiting for you inside Pry.
Pry. No one had called him that in years, and it sounded wrong to him now.
Pry couldn’t handle stress, couldn’t handle responsibility, and he certainly
couldn’t handle this, whatever this was. Pry didn’t have a daughter, had never
been married, never had his wife skip town. Pry still had a father, still went
drinking in the woods on Saturday nights. How was Pry supposed to deal with
anything? He got up to the door of the station, paused again, his feet waiting
for orders from his brain that wouldn’t come. Meter-maid waited a second
behind him, then realized Pryor wasn’t going to open the door, slipped around
him and opened it for him.
Inside was as horrible as he’d thought. He’d expected a room full of people, running back and forth, shouting over one another, but there was barely
any noise at all. He thought the room was empty at first, until he was pointed
towards the holding cell, and saw a crowd of five men gathered around something, he couldn’t see what. Two were dressed like doctors. Someone turned
their head at the sound of the door opening, saw Pryor, and then they were
around him. The Sheriff, an older man who’d often been over to his house
when Pryor was a boy, came up to him, parting the crowd. He gave Pryor an
unfamiliar stare, like he’d never really seen him before, and then began to
speak. His words hit Pryor like a fire hose, and he couldn’t keep them straight.
There was a stranger, fuckin junkie from out of town, driving a Chevy with
a cardboard window. Son-of-a-bitch was hanging around the school. Nobody
from the staff saw him; now will they fucking listen to me when I say they
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need more security at that damn place. Anyway, we’ve got every man out
looking for him that we could find, we’ll get the bastard. And then Pryor saw
his daughter in the holding cell, lying on the single bed. Her eyes met his
but they were blank. He would have thought she was dead if she hadn’t just
moved to look at him. Her clothes were torn, and her makeup a mess, but she
wasn’t crying. She looked gone, as if the stranger had fucked her mind out of
her body, and left nothing but a tattered used skin behind, vaguely resembling
his little girl. We were about to take her to the hospital in Redding, somebody
said; Pryor didn’t know who. Everyone was looking at him expectantly, and
he didn’t know why. Then he realized, they expect me to say something; so
he nodded, jerky and irregular. Ok then, we’ll rush her over in a squad car. Do
you want to follow behind, or ride in the car with her? Pryor didn’t understand
the question, they wanted him to go with them? He couldn’t do that. No, he
said, then added when they looked at him shocked, she’ll need some things
from home. I’ll go get them and be right behind you. He thought that satisfactory, the looks abated. Not knowing what else to do, he left, was in his car and
half way home before he wondered what they thought of him, abandoning his
daughter like that. But no, he’d be right behind them, soon holding her hand
through the whole process of questioning, rape kits, STD tests, and whatever
else they did for this kind of thing; he wasn’t sure.
Randall never decided to become a cop, at least he never thought of it that
way. He never chose to become anything; Randall just was. He didn’t decide
to have a piece of shit father, didn’t decide to be a fuck up as a kid, or to have
no money or brains. It was the Sheriff’s idea really. When they cleared his father out of their trailer for the last time, the big man in the uniform had looked
at Randall, asked him what he was going to do now, and told him how to
become a deputy. It made sense, he’d been in the back of so many police cars,
he might as well try driving one for a change, and despite his checkered past,
he had no serious stains on his record to keep him out. Besides, cops didn’t
get arrested. Cops could drive as fast as they wanted, run all the lights, throw
the loudest parties and nobody ever complained. Who were they gonna call,
the FBI? The job had never meant anything to him, and it still didn’t. It was
an opportunity in a life that had never offered many. It gave him a paycheck,
a little power and respect. That was more than he’d ever thought he’d get, and
he didn’t want much else. He didn’t see it as public service, and that wasn’t
why he was driving down an old dirt road in the middle of the night when he
should have been at home on his night off.
There were road blocks set up all over Mineral, ; reinforcements from three
counties over had come to help in the man hunt. Mineral only had two real
roads through it, the 36 and the 89, and both were currently sealed off with
roadblocks. But there were roads not on any map, roads you only took if
you had business on them, or were desperate enough to try them. Desperate
like, I just raped a fifteen year old girl and now half the state is looking for
me, desperate. Most of them had a black-and-white parked in front, and so
Randall passed them by, but there was one he knew none of the out of town
cops would know to guard, because nobody mentioned it before the manhunt
began. Nothing was said by the sheriff, it was just forgotten. And so a barely

noticeable turnoff became a tempting escape to freedom. When the APB went
out on the car, and the specifics of the crime got around, Randall was the only
officer not given an assignment, not publicly anyway. He found the car not far
off the turnout, stuck in a ditch that made the road impassable, with the engine
still running and the driver unconscious behind the wheel. Randall turned off
the ignition but left the keys, and proceeded to haul the guy out of the car and
stuff him into the trunk of his cruiser, and just like that, drove away.
For the second time that night, Pryor awoke to the sound of someone banging on his front door. He didn’t remember falling asleep. Next to him was an
unzipped duffel of his daughter’s clothes, and he realized he was lying on the
floor. Not bothering to question why, he got up and opened the door, finding
Randall outside, a smug look on his face that Pryor knew only too well. What
is it Randall? What are you doing here? Randall’s smile cracked, but only for
a second, I should be asking you the same question, I thought you’d be at the
hospital with Dinah but I saw your car parked out front and figured you were
home. I’ve got something for you that I think you’re going to like. And without saying anything more, Randall turned and walked back to his car, Pryor
following reflexively. They stopped at the trunk, and Randall paused to check
that nobody was watching, and then lifted it open. Pryor didn’t recognize the
man inside, but he knew who he was all the same. This is the guy Pry, this is
him, I found him. Help me get him inside before he wakes up. Pryor’s head
wasn’t working right, but he helped heave the man in without question, not
wanting to be spotted with a criminal parked outside his house. Randall let the
guy drop on the floor as soon as they’d moved him inside, then went straight
for the liquor cabinet and poured two glasses of Pryor’s scotch. I found his
car wrecked in a ditch in the woods, fucking idiot almost killed himself before I caught him, what a shame that woulda been. He’s all yours now Pry,
I’ll leave the rest to you. Ain’t nobody gonna come looking for him. I doubt
they’ll find the car tonight, and by the time they do it won’t matter. Just let me
know when you’re done with him and I’ll take care of the rest. And with that
he downed his glass and was out the door, as if he’d only come over to return
a socket wrench. Pryor looked at the lump of a man lying on his hardwood
floor, then couldn’t look and went to grab the glass Randall had poured him.
He knew what he was expected to do, knew he had to do it. He tried to think
of his daughter, of what that man had done to her, but that made him sick,
then angry. He hadn’t been angry all day, and the feeling was unfamiliar. Fathers were supposed to get angry when their daughters were hurt, and he took
comfort in his rage as the first normal feeling he’d had all night. He started to
think of everything he could do to the man, started looking at everything in the
house as a weapon. He picked up a kitchen knife, the weight uncomfortable
in his hand. It didn’t feel right though, like he could never do the man enough
harm to make him pay. It wasn’t fair. There was nothing he could do that
would teach the man how wrong he was, how horrible he was.
Looking at the body on the floor, Pryor saw it twitch, then roll over. The
man was handcuffed, at least Randall had thought that far ahead, and he started mumbling incoherently. His jaw was broken. But his eyes opened and they
soon met Pryor’s who stared back with uncertainty. It was different now with
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the man awake, and Pryor had to look away. He focused on the half-empty
bottle on his counter, the red label, the liquid still sloshing inside, and he
remembered his glass. He set the knife down and drained the scotch almost
instinctively, poured another belt and took that too. The heat from the liquor
causing his face to flush. He looked back at the man on the floor, who was
blubbering uncontrollably now, making all kinds of pathetic sounds, begging
without words for his life. Pryor still didn’t know what to do. He saw the knife
again, but couldn’t pick it up. Any resolve he’d had before was gone. Even the
man on his floor could tell, he’d gone quiet and was just staring at him, waiting to see what would happen. Pryor stood still, unable to do anything at all.
He knew his options, none of them appealing. He wished doing nothing was
one of them, but he knew it wasn’t. He’d have to make a choice eventually,
and more and more he knew what that choice was going to be. He looked at
the knife one last time, then walked out of the kitchen picked up the phone,
and dialed.
The trial didn’t last long, at least not the rape trial. The evidence was overwhelming, and the man was soon sent to Folsom. He didn’t stay there long.
He was left unsupervised in the shower one day, and found not long after,
the guards swearing they never heard anything. Randall’s trial though, was
dragged out. The whole department was investigated, the press went nuts.
Suddenly people all over California, all over the country, who’d never even
heard of Mineral could point to it on a map. People in town were all too happy
to talk to the multitude of reporters who came through. I always knew that
boy was trouble. They never should have given him a badge... Thank God
he’s going away... Some supported Randall though, wishing only that he’d
done the job himself instead of relying on the gutless Walker boy to do it.
No matter what side anybody took regarding Randall, everyone was united
against Pryor. Any respect they’d given him because of his father was erased.
Even his daughter had left him, she ran away almost immediately. She could
point to the man who’d raped her in court and say without a stutter, “That’s
him, that’s the man who did this to me,” but she couldn’t look her father in
the eye. Once the trial was over, she left for school one day and never came
home. Her laptop had a page open about bus tickets to Reno. She hadn’t even
bothered to close it.
Pryor didn’t leave the house much anymore, didn’t have a reason to. He’d
taken a leave of absence from work, they didn’t give him a choice really.
When he did go out people either glared at him or looked away, and he wasn’t
sure which he hated more. So he stayed in, feeling that was easier for everybody.
When the phone rang, he almost dismissed it as a hallucination. Nobody
called him anymore. He had a hard time finding the phone, partly because
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it was buried in garbage, partly because he was doped half out of his mind.
A doctor had written him a prescription for something a little while back, he
didn’t remember what, plus he’d taken to hitting the bottle quite liberally,
electing that coherence was for society, not him. He picked up the phone. Is
this Mr. Walker? A voice asked. Mr. Walker is my father, Pryor said, adding
after an uncomfortable pause, oh, you mean me, I’m Mr. Walker. The voice
told him they’d found his daughter and taken her to the local hospital in Reno.
She’d been beaten pretty badly, the mark of a local gang branded on her back.
The voice guessed she’d been hooking and pissed off the wrong person, and
was sorry to be the one to deliver the bad news. Pryor took this in without
saying anything; he didn’t know what there was to say. The voice wanted him
to come pick his daughter up, but before he could think of an excuse the phone
fell from his hand and broke on the floor.
His immediate need to think currently over, Pryor finished off a bottle that
was sitting open on his kitchen counter. Walking into his living room, he felt
something was wrong. He ran to his bedroom expecting to find something
there, but it was empty. He started swinging open every door in the house,
inspecting each room, first his daughter’s, then his father’s old study, every
now and then rushing back to the living room to look, to see if something was
there that shouldn’t be. He didn’t know what he was looking for, what he was
so worried about, but it bothered him that he couldn’t find it. His anxiety grew
with every empty room, and he tried to get a hold on himself. He ended where
he started, in his living room, and he stood there, suddenly short of breath
from all the running. He managed to contain himself for a moment, the panic
subsided and he started to calm down. He laughed at himself, his first laugh in
a long time, and it rang funny in his ears.
He didn’t notice the darkness creeping up behind him in the corner of his
eye, not at first. It filled the edges of his vision, seeping across the walls like
spilled ink. When he did see it, he spun around, but, there was nothing there.
He stared across the room for a second, wondering if his eyes were playing
tricks on him, until it began again behind him, and he was sure it was real. He
tried to run for the door but, couldn’t. An invisible wall seemed to be stopping him, and he dropped to his knees. The lights in the house dimmed, then
went out all together and Pryor wondered when night had fallen. He felt tired.
Holding himself up off the floor was draining him. He felt something pressing
against his lower back, just a soft prod at first, then it gently cradled him and
he sank into it, thankful for the support, he was so tired. Then the something
spread, and the darkness wrapped all around him, inescapable, and he closed
his eyes, and fell.
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Moments in Time by Bonnie Gleason
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Addictions

BRITNEY WRIGHT

I thought maybe that
A cigarette between my lips
Could fill this void between my ribs,
But as

my lungs

exhale

This dusty poison,
It turns to smokey bitterness.
Office Calm by Alex Karvounis

Because
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every time

I light this death stick
I think of you.
And how instead of
feeling liberated,
I’ve added to my list
of addictions.
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Warning:
This Poem
Is Insane
K. DANA KING
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Sheppard

Grant Quackenbush
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Emily Sheppard
felt trapped in her
own
body.
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No, she wasn’t fat, old or ugly. She was thirteen and had breasts the size
of, well, watermelons. That’s what the girls at school said, anyway, the girls
whose breasts were mere kiwis in comparison. Grapes, even. They taunted
her mercilessly, spreading the rumor around the small Alabama town where
she from that, if you pulled up her sweatshirt (for she only wore sweatshirts),
you’d find a melon vine growing out of her navel. Another rumor claimed that
her body was divided into crop rows, and that strawberries and green beans
grew along her legs and arms. Of course, no one believed the rumors, but
that just made them all the more hurtful: that they were perpetuated proved to
Emily that no one liked her. And why? Because she had big boobs, or “utters”
as the boys at school liked to call them, milking invisible cows behind her
back. It wasn’t unexpected, then, that she came home early one day, crying
and vowing never to return.
“Jealousy,” her mother said, grounding the predicament, as always, in
religion. “Nothin’ but the first commandment. Or is it the tenth? I can never
remember. And the Good Lord said: thou shall not covet. And I believe He
meant it, too. Except I don’t think He knew what He was doing when He
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invented little girls. They’ll steal the ring from your little toe and feel notta
qualm about it, ain’t that right? It’s no wonder them girls at school is spreadin
rumors: you got somethin they don’t have.” Her mother was trying to console
her up in her room, where she had been eating frantically for the past four
hours. It was her plan to gain weight to even out her body, but it didn’t seem to
be working. She could swear her chest was getting larger by the minute, that
the fat in her body went deliberately to her breasts as if to get even against her
for trying to get rid of them.
“But what do I have that they want?” she asked with tears welling up in her
doleful blue eyes like inflatable backyard pools.
“Don’t play the fool,” her mother said with a snap.
“Sorry, m’am.”
“Don’t be sorry. You got enough sorrys. Just don’t be a fool.”
Emily felt shamed. She always felt shamed next to the righteous indignation
of her mother, whom she both admired and questioned. Because sometimes
she wondered whether it wasn’t all a big scam, religion. Whether God actually
made the world or whether it wasn’t all just one giant coincidence that we
couldn’t recognize as a coincidence because we were part of it. Like how
clouds are part of the sky and the sky is part of clouds. But she never told her
mother this. Not even now, when an explanation other than the Lord works in
mysterious ways, which she sensed coming, would have helped.
“The Lord works in mysterious ways, child,” her mother said. “Ain’t always
an explanation for ever’thing. But I’ll tell you what: most women would die
for what you have. Or kill another woman, anyway.”
“Most women don’t know what it’s like to have bowling balls for boobs,”
Emily said. “Besides, I’m not a woman. I’m barely even a teenager.”
“Well you certainly talk like a woman, my little New Yorker you. Wantin
‘tuh go to college, readin’ all them books. Always talkin’ bout how you gonna
take th’elevator up the statue a liberty and look out her eyes like some sorta…
what you call that, that little man y’always talk about?”
“Homunculus?”
“Like some sorta humongous. I swear. Sometimes I can’t remember
whether you’re my youngest daughter or my oldest daughter. And then I
remember you my only daughter. When you get to be my age ya tend tuh
forget these things.”
“But you’re only forty.”
“Bite your tongue, child! Thirty-nine.”
“Thirty-nine,” Emily solemnly repeated and, after a moment of silence,
added, “But it’s just not fair, momma.”
“Tell me about it,” her mother said, distantly. “One day you spinnin on a
tire swing and the next you spinnin’ outta control, hoping for a good time at a
honky-tonk but not even there does a man want you you so old by that time,
your nylons all eaten up by moths and your own fingers pullin at em. But
straight teeth. Always had straight teeth.”
“Momma?”
“Yessum?”
“What are you talkin’ about?”

“Talkin? Oh, nothin child. Nothin you would unnerstand. Now what is it
you was sayin’?”
“That it’s not fair.”
“What’s not?”
“This. These.”
“Right. Well, all I can say is you shoulda met Grammy. You two woulda
had a handsome lot in common, you would. Grammy had to wear a bra from
the age a ten. Even had to wear it to bed, lest them things rise up like hands
and choke her in the night.”
Emily giggled and then, just as suddenly, frowned. She realized that she,
too, sometimes worried about suffocating in her sleep. Like last summer,
when she dreamed she was riding the Whoopsie Dizzy at the county fair
and couldn’t breathe when she went upside down. Like she was floating in
space and space was her body. Waking up to find herself gasping into her
pillows... That was terrible, she thought with a shudder, and said, with more
determination, “But it’s not fair.”
“Ain’t nothin fair in this life,” her mother said, running her palms from her
shoulders down to her slightly convex stomach. “I’m flat as them flapjacks
you been eatin’ all day, settin up here like you been. They should call em
flatjacks is more like it. That’d be a hoot! By the way ya need to take these
dishes down soon as you wipe them tears from your eyes, ya hear? They
attractin flies.”
“Yes, m’am,” Emily said, even though there were no flies.
“The Lord reproaches the sloth. Detests, I think is the word.”
The two sat thinking.
“Ma?”
“Ye-ah?”
“I been meaning to ask you.”
“No need to ask me. Get down on your knees and ask Jesus right here on
this bed.”
“But that’s just it.”
“What’s just it?”
“Well... Wasn’t it...”
“Spit it out.”
“Wasn’t it God who gave me these?” Emily asked. Her mother just shook
her head and smiled.
“Somethin ya need tuh unnerstand, Em,” she said. “Somethin bout the way
the world works. The Lord’s a man. Men don’t unnerstand what it’s like tuh
be a woman, and I don’t care which one of them says he’s God. They all say
that. And even if they did unnerstand they’d still do whatever they want. It’s
a man’s way, and men don’t change. Sooner you know that, the better. Makes
things a whole lot easier.”
When she spoke, her mother made it a point to look directly into others’
eyes. It was the only way to speak to a person, she always said. The eyes is
the window of the soul, child, and when you can’t look at another person’s
soul it means there somethin’ ain’t right with your own. But now, as Emily
sat listening, watching the familiar refrain form inside her mind, she became
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aware that her mother had been addressing the white sheets at the edge of the
bed, and which she tucked back into it slowly and with regret.
“Let me tell you somethin’,” Mrs. Sheppard all the sudden said with a voice
that was new to Emily. It was both soft and bitter, like coffee-flavored ice
cream. “Before I met your father, I had never been kissed.”
“But ma, what’s this—”
“Quiet, child, no buts. I’m tryin’ tuh tell ya somethin’. Somethin’ important,
so listen up.” Mrs. Sheppard took a deep breath from the muggy air and
exhaled it through her nostrils—slowly, as if she’d been punctured. “Now.
Before I met your father I had never been kissed. You know how old I was?
Twenty-four. Twenty-four years old. Do you know what it’s like for a young
woman never to be kissed? It’s the worst type a torture there is. You get to
thinkin’ there’s somethin’ wrong with you. Not just with your looks, but you.
The way ya talk. The way ya dress. The way ya think, maybe. You think
maybe there is no God, that it’s all just a three-leaf clover blowin’ in the wind
as to who gets the lips or the thighs or her mother’s breasts. For years I was
depressed. Just like you are now, but worse. I even considered takin’ a knife
to my wrists. The way a lady woulda done it.”
“Momma…”
“You know, one of them cutlery knives they sell on the television? Or used
to. Cut through flesh like warm butter they do. They don’t sell ‘em no more,
thank God. But sometimes I wish they did.”
“Stop.”
“But no, that’s not right. What’m I sayin’? I love your father. I do.
Sometimes I think I love him more’n Jesus hisself. I ever tell you it was your
father turned me on to Jesus in the first place?”
“I don’t think so.”
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“Before I met your father I couldn’t even spell Jesus, let alone pray to Him.
You see, growin up I didn’t have no father. Left my own ma and me when
I was but a child, and my ma, well… But that’s a story for another time. Or
no time. I’m gettin off track. What was I sayin’? Oh, I remember. It was your
father who saved me. He took an interess in me. Not in any peculiar way, but
the way a man ought. I’ll tell you, it was a blessing to finally meet a man who
saw my face first and my behind second.”
“Ma!”
“It’s true. It took a Christian man to see me for who I am and not what the
world wants me to be.” Emily was silent so her mother continued. “I guess
what I’m tryin’ to say, Em, is that you’re blessed. You may not realize it now,
but you are. Maybe a little too blessed. But blessed. Never mind what the girls
at school say. Don’t pay any attention. Deep down they’re envious little devils
with nothin’ better to do than wish they were someone else. Somebody else.
And I don’t want you actin like them, unnerstand? I raised you better’n that. I
want you to embrace who you are, for better or worse.”
“I guess, yeah.”
“Unnerstand?”
“Yeah.”
“Unnerstand?”
“Yes, mam.”
“Good,” her mother said, looking cleansed. “And Em?”
“Yes, momma?”
“Don’t forget to bring down them dishes. They attractin—”
“I know,” Emily said. “Flies. They’re attracting flies.”
“That’s right,” her mother said, and winked. “Told you you was smart.”
Emily winked back.
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Affection

JOANNE D’AMATO

This room is filled with love
pinks and pastels of adoration
soft coos gasps of wonderment
swirl between mother and baby
scented with the closeness we share
Unlike my mother whose connection
was never affectionate nothing tactile
even in her passing she left no letters
from the heart no special gifts
thoughtful keepsakes set aside for me

Cliff at Sunrise by Sandy Carpenter

My daughter loving her daughter

her only daughter instead shadows
of dismissal

sent to bed with no kisses

to help ward off the dark onyx of night coveting my cold white sheets as arms of warmth to embrace the absence
of hugs comforts of infancy replaced with one
simple explanation

It was I who wiped

mother’s kisses from my cheek
making it okay

for her to stay away
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Rudie

Hollis Potts

It was like this every
morning.
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Rudie would peek at his alarm, see that he had to leave in a half hour, and
then he would just lie there on the couch in his mom’s living room until he
was already late for work. Rudie is a used car salesman. Everyday Rudie
had to get off of his mom’s couch, already five minutes late, turn off the
TV, put on the same brown itchy suit that he wore every day, swallow down
his coffee, get in his beat up junker car, and drive to work where he would
spend his day selling even junkier cars to the people that he shared this town
with. Each day was the same. He would get to work, now fifteen minutes late,
and get the same scolding from his boss—who reeked of stale cigarettes and
instant coffee—that he got everyday. But Rudie never got fired. Rudie was
the best used car salesman that his boss had ever seen. And he had seen a lot
of used car salesman. Rudie could sell a 1992 Oldsmobile Cutlass that had
140,000 miles on it for 1,500 dollars. That’s a profit of 734 dollars. His boss
would say that Rudie was the best used car salesman in the West. Rudie was
born for this. Rudie could convince an interested customer that an eight year
old Dodge Caravan would without a doubt run for, at least, another 65,000
miles. Even if it wasn’t true. Rudie didn’t think about that too much. Rudie
figured that there will always be used cars so if a customer’s car ever broke
down they could just come back, hand over another thousand bucks, and have
another Dodge Caravan. And that’s how the days passed by for Rudie. Every
once in a while he would drink a cup of coffee, or eat some saltines, or read
a magazine article, or suck on a peppermint. When Rudie was at the used
car dealership he didn’t worry much. Yes, the second hand of the clock only
seemed to tick once every two seconds, but to Rudie this was a good thing.
That way he didn’t have to think about anything for even longer. He was in a
very peaceful world, a world where people came, Rudie showed them some
old Hondas and Fords, the people handed over money, and then they were
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on their way. Rudie always remembered everyone’s name the first time he
met them. He could look a person in the eyes for minutes at a time without
blanking or breaking eye contact. Rudie’s pulse never reached anything over
85 beats per minute. Rudie was in control, if you walked into the used car
dealership and talked to Rudie you would almost definitely drive away in a
very old and ugly Chevy. Rudie’s boss would just sit and watch Rudie work
his magic, Rudie was his prize horse. If Rudie stuck around forever then his
boss could spend over 60 dollars at the strip cub every night until the day he
died. Rudie knew this, and he liked it. Rudie was proud that his ability to sell
used cars would allow his boss to go to the strip club every night and get a
nice dance all to himself.
When days came to a close Rudie felt a sense of panic. Every night when
the dealership closed Rudie got terrible anxiety. As his boss locked the place
up, while talking about how many highballs he was going to drink and how
great tonight’s dance was going to be, Rudie would panic. The only place that
Rudie had ever felt okay in was being sucked away from him. The used car
dealership was Rudie’s world. Selling Pontiac Azteks was his calling. When
Rudie would leave the dealership he would begin to remember the world
around him. Rudie would recall his fiancee, the only person he could look into
the eyes of without trying to sell a used car. He would recall how he never felt
loved by anyone he ever met, and he would recall that moment when decided
that the first person he ever met who seemed to love him, even just a little bit,
he would fill with all of the love that he knew how to give. And that’s just
what he did. One day, a very long time ago, he met this very charming girl
from the north with a warm gaze and the kind of voice that seemed to have
been tuned by the angels who sit on clouds in heaven and play the harp. Rudie
knew that he remembered where they met. Rudie knew that he remembered
everything about her but he chose not to remember anything. When he would
leave the car dealership the knowledge of the memories would rush up his
leg, through his spine, and hit him in the gut. But that’s all that he would let
happen. Never would he let himself recall any memory about her. He would
push the feeling down, keep his eyes on the road, and think only about which
used cars he was going to try to push on customers tomorrow.
When Rudie would get back to his mother’s home he would take off his
itchy suit, hang it up, put on his sweats, and sit on the couch with the TV on
for hours. Rudie would stare blankly at the TV. Not taking anything in, he
would just watch the lights flicker and turn colors until his brain shut itself off.
And this was Rudie’s life for many years.
This was not always Rudie’s life. When Rudie was with her his life was
much brighter, louder, and faster. When he was with her Rudie didn’t think
about used cars or his boss going to the strip club. When he was with her Rudie
thought about colors, and heat, and light, and sounds, and movement. Rudie
and her would look at each other in the eyes, never breaking contact, and feel
warm. And they would laugh. And they would run, and skip, and swim, and
climb, and whistle, and swing, and shout, and Rudie’s world was filled with
many things other than used cars. But, it didn’t last long enough. One night,

Rudie came home to his mother’s house and found a note on the doorstep. It
read: “Dear Rudie, Fuck it.” And Rudie never heard from her again.
Ever since that day Rudie’s routine has remained the same. He chooses
to not think about his life. It hurt too bad, it was much easier to think about
making his very gracious boss happy that he gets to go to the strip club so
much. But, one day Rudie had a thought. It occurred to Rudie that maybe what
he was addicted to selling used cars. Rudie thought that selling used cars was
a drug and it helped Rudie cover the deep wounds that he knew were there.
It seemed to make sense—Rudie insisted that he work seven days a week
selling used cars. Rudie even suggested that he work on Thanksgiving and
Christmas. Days off were unbearable for Rudie. He would just sit and stare at
anything that would move but not make him feel or think any sort of thing. So
he tried to work 365 days out of the year. Of course, his boss was very open to
the idea, but something about worker’s rights and laws prevented Rudie from
working everyday out of the year and his boss going to the strip club even on
Thanksgiving and Christmas. Rudie figured out that he was very addicted to
selling used cars. He saw that selling used cars kept him from thinking about
things much more important than used cars. And once Rudie realized this, he
decided that he would continue to sell used cars for 363 days out of the year
for the rest of his life.
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Passengers
in God’s Car

48

My mother sits on her reclining
chair reading the bible; it’s 2:45 in
the morning. According to her, every
waking moment is time to cherish and
love God. Sitting still, watching the
small hand of the clock being forced
to turn while waiting for my father’s
command to go outside and get in the
car keeps me awake. The sound of
the crickets’ rhythmic chirping that
coincides with the clock reminds me
that I’m still awake and have school
in a couple of hours. My eye lids are
coming to terms with the floor with
each blink they take. At least twice
a year there’s a celebration at the
church my parents go to. Because
of my age, they want me to be a
part of their everyday rituals; so I’m
stuck with this celebration of being
at church at 3:30 in the morning to
pray to the Virgen de Guadalupe
and basically have mass at this
time, except outside. Although the
champurrado (Mexican chocolate)
the church supplies to us after mass is
delicious and soothing, it’s not worth
it to me.
“Jorge!” my father yells out from
the garage, “come and help me out
with the supplies we need to bring
and hurry or we’ll be late!”
Although his voice reaches me,
I don’t respond. Thoughts of me
needing to help my father carry
things come into my head. He’s
forty-seven years old and has been
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Jorge Garcia
at the tardiness I’ve inflicted on the
family, he looks at me and says in
Spanish, “How are you going to ever
be a man or even do well in school if
you can’t even focus enough to move
some damn boxes to a fucking car?”
My mother notices the commotion
and glances towards me with her
glasses on the edge of her nose, but
quickly disregards it. My sadness
quickly turns into rage; furious at my
father’s comment I quickly load the
car and get in.
As sit I sit in the car, the cold,
pinching wind of the winter night
bites at my face. I roll up the window.
My eyes are stuck in a glare towards
my father with a hint of hatred; the
thoughts of every single point in
my life that I’ve wanted a different
family come into play. Although my
father is hardly a man of ease and
sympathy, he does want the best for
me. I contemplate on this fact, and
why he’s so hard on me at times.
My father grew up in Puebla,
as I try to stand up. I choke from the
impact my collar had on my Adams Mexico. When my brothers
apple. “Did you not hear me?!” my Gabriel, Ismael, and Lizandro were
father screams in my ear. I try and (respectively) 9, 7 and 5, my father
steady my coughing to answer him, brought his family to America. He’s
but it’s too late. I receive a small but always been a hardworking man
powerful hit across the back of my when it comes to supporting his
head from my father’s backhand. family. In Mexico, he would go out
My eyes are swelling and heating up, to the city from his village at least
crying is inevitable; with all my will fifty miles away on a treacherous and
power, I control the emotions rushing windy road on the side of mountains.
through me. With my father enraged Since automobiles were a luxury, and
working since he was eight. I need
to contribute more to my family and
maybe I’ll be good in their eyes. A
minute later the cold, callused hands
of my father are on my neck. The
realization of the trouble that is about
to come, quickly snaps me out of the
spell I’m under and makes me start
to panic. I am yanked by my collar

“I wake up
to the car
rumbling
from the
gravel and
rocks . . .”
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gas was expensive, he would stay for
a couple of days until he made some
profit; so he would load the bed of his
truck with watermelon, small trinkets
and sometimes even livestock to
travel to the city to sell. On the other
hand my mother would stay home
and care for my brothers and the
livestock. Their house wasn’t too
big, but it was their house. My father
did his weekly routine of selling
in the city for months, eventually
having enough money to buy the
materials needed to build a house for
his family.
I crack open the window, just
enough for the wind to pierce
through the stale warmth of the car’s
heater and breathing of the three
of us. “Jorge! Close the window!”
my father yells from the front seat,
remembering why we have the
windows rolled up. My mother is
anemic, causing her to stay out of the
cold weather; it makes her stiff and
sickly feeling. When my mother is
sick or down, she often confides in
me to listen and pray with her. The
other part she confides in is God. She
prays to be cured and cries to herself
and me. “God help me, please I’m in
so much pain, please just take this
away” she pleads in Spanish, which
to me is much more emotional and
full of passion than in English. I love
my mother, I truly do, but seeing her
plead and cry to a God, while she’s

still in pain causes anger to build
inside me towards her. I constantly
tell her that she needs to visit a doctor
or hospital and get things checked
out. She often agrees telling me,
“Yes Mijo, I know, I know I should
but… God has his plan and he will do
with me what he wants; maybe this is
just a test and I need to pray more.”
I wake up to the car rumbling from
the gravel and rocks that the church
has flattened to create more room
for cars to park in. My eyes squint,
adjusting to the light from the inside
of the car. We rush out of the car,
my mother eager to meet with the
rest of the community. With each
step towards the meeting, the night
gets darker and colder. As soon as I
start to zip up my hoodie, I start to
wonder if we even came on the right
night; we turn the corner and are
amazed by how many people came
to the meeting. To my surprise, there
were other students also in the eighth
grade. To avoid them, I dart to the
side of the commotion and gather
my heat within my hoodie to stay
warm. Sitting backside to a wall, it
takes a while for the coldness of the
brick wall and the heat of my back
to equilibrate to the same degree of
temperature.
“Jorgito,” my mother whispers in
my ear, “come on, it’s time for us to
pray and be blessed with the love of
God.”

Reluctantly, I follow. My mother
drags me to the front of the crowd,
right next to the statue of the Virgen
de Guadalupe. Everyone is kneeling
down at the front, while people in
the back stand. My father is nowhere
to be found. Looking desperately I
finally spot him in the back of the
crowd. The prayers start as soon as
the “father” of the church reaches the
front.
On the car ride back, everyone
is silent; my mother’s voice finally
breaks the silence.
“Why didn’t you sing to the songs
we were singing?” she asks with a
hint of concern in her voice. I don’t
believe in God, and I don’t think that
it works to cure illnesses if you’re
just going to throw yourself at God
without any concern about your own
wellbeing first. The silence grows
quieter.
Now back at the house, my
courage has skyrocketed and forces
me to stand in front of my parents in
their bedroom.
“What is it mijo, you have school
in an hour, you should eat something,
or finish your homework” my mother
says. My voice quivers, my hands
sweat with the anticipation of finally
having the courage to tell them.
“I don’t believe in God, and you’re
just throwing away your money!
You’re not taking consideration of
my school! What is the point of this
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‘God’ if it doesn’t even do good for
you?!”
“Jorge, how can you not believe
in God? He made me and you, he
made everything, and you need to
appreciate him and everything he’s
done for you!” my mother says.
“This is dumb! You guys push me
to do good in school but how is this
even helping me do well in school
if I stay up all night and I can’t
even concentrate in school?! Why
would I dare to pray to someone or
something that isn’t even here or
doing anything in his power to help
anyone, especially you mom? How
can you be so naive with this, you
haven’t gotten any better with all
your prayi-” My fathers’ harsh voice
cuts me off.
“JORGE! Don’t you call your
mother stupid! Leave! Get out of the
house! Just leave!”
Tears are running down my
mother’s cheek and creating tiny
puddles on her blanket; with a
trembling quiet voice she says,
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“You’re not my son if you don’t
believe in God…”
I quickly turn around and walk
away; my head boiling from the
frustration that has come from this
moment. Why can’t you guys just
listen to me and stop ignoring my
opinion, you guys are supposed to
be my parents, my family, why don’t
you treat me as a person?!
It’s a quiet and lonely feeling
outside, yet the feeling hundreds of
eyes around me outside of my house
is growing. I hate them, they’re
ridiculous, I don’t want to live here
anymore. I spend the rest of the day
contemplating what it means to really
have a home.
Since that day, my understanding
of religion and its importance to my
family, especially my mother, has
grown tremendously. My mother
and I have come to terms when it
comes to praying, and going out of
my way to go to events with her and
my father. Even though I don’t go
to those events, I’m always eager to

listen to my mother talk about her
day and tell me “Oh Mijo, it was so
beautiful today! I feel so blessed to
have God on my side, you should
have seen the cross they built and
displayed at the church! Oh and the
children there were so cute singing
in the choir! You should have gone!”
“Ama, I love you, I’m glad you
really have fun and feel amazing
after coming back from them, it’s
always so nice to see you smile” At
times she will come home crying,
but out of happiness, that’s nice for
a change.
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Stonecutters by Eric Walters
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Respite

JACK REDMOND

I stare across Nebraska’s wide, empty face

That it’s time to call it a day.

At the yellow-brown grass desperate for a drink

I get off the bus and feel the wind on my face,

And every faded farmhouse with a sad story to tell,

And look for some place to get a drink

And decide that I can’t stay on this bus for another day,

To get down to the business of killing some time.

Driving across a part of the country forgotten by time
With nothing to do but sit back and watch.

I find the perfect place in no time.
There’s a tiki bar that a homeless guy tells

The driver keeps checking his watch

Me is the best place in town to get a drink.

With a little smile on his face.

Funny regulars, fifteen taps, a TV to watch,

We must be making good time

And a bartender with a nice looking face.

Because we haven’t stopped to eat or drink

There are worse ways to spend the day.

Since that diner in Iowa earlier this morning.
The passengers are getting restless, it’s easy to tell.
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I’m back on the same barstool the next day
At the Midwestern tiki bar to kill some more time.

In Kearney, Nebraska, the driver turns around to tell

I’m Kearney, Nebraska’s newest familiar face.

Us, with one last look at his watch,

The bus must be in Wyoming by now, as far as I can tell.
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The driver is probably smiling and checking his watch.
I smile too and order myself another drink.
That leads to third and then a fourth drink,
And I decide to stay in Nebraska for another day.
There are good people to talk to, good people to watch.
And for once I feel like I’m in the right place at the right time.
Whether I’m right or not, only time will tell.
But I’ve got nothing to do, and I’ve got no one to face.
So I’ll buy the bar a drink and put a smile on someone’s face.
Because I’ve got all day and they’ve got stories to tell
And there’s no need to check my watch because I’m making
good times.
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Apricots

54

“Pink rose petals are the best fairy
boats.” I watched as my boat, fleeing
from the snapdragon that had taken
over the fairies’ castle, sailed down
the rivulet in the rose bed.
“They are not.” My sister pushed
my petal away and replaced it with
her red and yellow ones.
I ran to the apricot tree, swung up
on the lowest branch, and climbed
high enough so she couldn’t get me.
My sister, at age nine, was three
years older and usually got her way,
but she couldn’t climb a tree. Our
street had once been in the middle
of an apricot orchard. Three trees
remained in the front yard and we
spent the summer in old Brownie
shorts and T-shirts with sticky juice
running down our clothes. Instead of
milk mustaches, rings of bright orange stained our mouths.
She stood on the lawn, hands on
her hips. “Pick me some apricots,”
she yelled.
“Get your own.” There were plenty on the ground she could eat. Those
were sometimes the best--super ripe
and juicy, especially when they’d
been lying in the sun, out of the shade
of the leaves.
“No! You get me some now!”
So I did. I picked the ripest, softest ones I could find. I peered down
through the branches and saw her
cupped hands waiting to catch them.
I changed my aim just a few inch-
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Jean Forsythe
old, we didn’t worry about falling,
and we never did. It smelled damp on
the creek edge, damp and cool and
musty, with an undertone of fear.
My mom told me not to go there,
but in the summer it was safe. No
rain. No tumbling rapids. Only a few
feet wide. The creek never rose in the
summer, but burbled up enough water for the opossums, raccoons, rats,
and every kind of insect imaginable
who lived there. It’s where I got my
love for spider webs. The rays of sun
that slipped through the trees, glistened off them like diamonds.
“Don’t run into them.” Clark put
his hand out to stop me when I started
to get tangled in a web on the bank.
“The spiders have to work too hard to
spin them again.”
I don’t remember his real last
name, but nothing could have fit him
better than what we called him, Clark
Spark. In the 1950s, most six-yearold boys were scrubbed, pressed, and
through our neighborhood in Men- clipped, but not Clark. His dark hair,
lo Park, and then flowed on to San tousled and unkempt, fell over his
forehead in front and caught on his
Francisco Bay.
I loved my yard, but Clark’s was collar in back. In the summer he wore
even better. He had the creek with T-shirts, cutoffs, and ran barefoot. In
tadpoles and frogs and dragonflies the winter he was dressed in scuffed
that dive-bombed our heads. Rocks brown shoes, dirty jeans, and worn
in the tumbling water acted as step- flannel shirts, torn from scrambling
ping stones for us to hop on tiptoe to through bushes down the steep bank
the other side of the creek. The tops to the creek.
That summer day we ate our apriof the rocks were green, probably
slippery with algae, but at six years cots--soft, warm, and dripping with
es and let go. The apricots landed
smack on top of her head. She wailed
and ran into the house.
I grabbed four of the biggest
apricots, slid out of the tree, and
ran around the corner to my friend,
Clark’s, house. His back yard ran
down a slope to the San Francisquito Creek that in the summer trickled

“Clark
wanted to
know how
everything
worked
and why.”
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the sun. Then his mother called him
in for dinner.
We scrambled up the slope to his
house. On my way home, I kept my
fingers crossed on both hands. We
didn’t have sidewalks, so, barefoot,
I skipped over every crack in the
street. Maybe my sister had gone to
see her friend Alice. Maybe the apricots hadn’t made too much of a mess
in her hair. Maybe my mother knew
that my sister had deserved it.
I opened the screen door. My sister jumped out from behind it and
squashed an apricot in my face.
I started to scream, but stopped.
She wanted me to get angry. Instead,
I licked the apricot juice from my
mouth. “Umm.” I smiled. “Really
sweet. Thanks.” Then I ran off to
wash up for dinner. When I got to the
table, my dad was talking about the
last Tigers win--we were originally
from Detroit--and the apricots in my
sister’s hair never came up.
The summer days passed slowly,
but before we knew it, we were back
in school, Clark and me in second
grade. Clark wanted to know how
everything worked and why. His
fearlessness on the playground was
the stuff of legends. No one could
swing higher or jump farther when
the swing hit the top of its arc than
Clark Spark.
One time around Thanksgiving, I
brought brightly colored blue, green,

and red maize for show and tell. After recess, I ran to my cubby to get it.
When I unfolded the bag and pulled
out the corn, I howled. It looked like
a wild animal had attacked the ears
and ripped out all the bright kernels.
That afternoon Clark walked me
home with my chewed up corn.
“I’m going to make sure you and
that corn get home safe.” He glared at
anyone who looked as if they might
approach us. He walked me home every day until Thanksgiving. I never
thought until years later that it was
probably Clark who dug out the kernels, trying to figure out what gave
them their color.
Then Christmas break was on us.
It rained almost every day.
“This is day eight,” my mother
said. “If it rains for one more day, I’m
going to scream.” The next day, she
said, “This is day nine. If it rains for
one more day, I’m going to scream.”
I couldn’t figure out why she was
so upset. I had to spend the whole vacation cooped up in the house with
my sister who decided every book
and toy belonged to her and I had to
ask permission to read or play with
them.
I went into the living room
to sulk. The phone rang. Mother answered. She said only a few words,
then hung up and covered her face
with her hands. I didn’t ask, but even
at six--almost seven--I knew something was wrong.

My dad? He’d driven to work
on the highway called “Bloody
Bayshore.” That morning, Mother
had begged him to take the train and
not drive in the thundering rain.
She turned to me. “It’s Clark.”
My breath stopped. I wanted to run
away, but I couldn’t move, not even
to raise my eyes to look at her.
“His mother told him not to go to
the creek, but he did,” Mother said.
“He slipped and the creek is so swollen with such a strong current, it carried him away.”
I still didn’t move. I didn’t feel
anything.
“They’re going to drag the creek
as soon as the rain stops.”
I didn’t know what that meant. I
didn’t ask. Couldn’t ask. But somehow I knew.
My mother put her hands on
my face and made me look at her.
“That’s what happens to children
who disobey their parents.”
My sister lurked in the doorway.
For once she didn’t smirk. She
looked numb. Frozen like I was.
They found his body two weeks
later, caught on a tree, where the
creek enters San Francisco Bay.
No one at school said a word about
him. He was never mentioned again
at home.
Just after the New Year, right before my seventh birthday, we moved
to Ottawa Hills, outside Toledo,
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Ohio. There were no apricots, no
Clark, but there was a creek--behind
the houses across the street from us.
That winter I went there to ice skate,
but when it thawed in the spring,
I couldn’t go near it. I didn’t know
why.
Some kids rowed a boat down it.
An old man in a house up on the bank
fired his shotgun at them, claiming
that that part of the creek belonged to
him. Once again my mother told me
not to go near the creek. This time I
listened, relieved. How could I admit
my fear of the creek when everyone
else loved it?
A boy in my sister’s class pretended to commit suicide by leaving
his books at the side of the creek so
it looked like he’d jumped in. They
found him alive a few days later, but
I cried and cried for him even though
I’d never met him. I can’t remember
Clark’s last name, but that boy was
Jim Fowler.
Eight years later, when I turned
fourteen, we moved back to California. San Diego. We didn’t have
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apricot trees. They did have the fruit
in the stores. Hard little sour things.
I ate one and then no more. As an
adult I never bought any. Every time
I looked at them, I felt sad and I didn’t
know why. My sister and I also wondered why both of us grew up to be
the definitive “good little girls.” Both
of us were afraid to do anything without our parents’ approval. How were
they able to control as they did?
About two years ago, I figured out
how. I went to the farmer’s market by
my house. The apricots at one stand
looked big, juicy, sweet. I tried a
sample. Close but not quite as good
as the ones on our trees in Menlo
Park. But I had an idea, so I bought
four. In my backyard, I laid them
on the branches of my tangelo tree
where they’d get baked in the sun.
That’s what they needed--apricots
can’t turn golden sweet without the
rays of the sun filling them up.
Later that afternoon, I went out and
pretended to pick them. The tangelo
tree didn’t seem to mind--it was used
to bearing golden fruit. At my first

bite, the sweet, sunny juice flowed
into my mouth and I was back in
Menlo Park, up in the tree, running
down the slope to the creek. Some of
the juice escaped and dripped out the
side of my lips. I reached up to wipe
it away with the back of my hand as
I’d always done. Then I realized it
was more than apricot juice running
down my face. Fifty years after Clark
disappeared in the creek, the apricots
and I cried for him for the first time.
And for the first time in my life, I felt
free.
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Long Live the King

Blake Soto

As soon as I walked
into Buttes’ office,
I knew what the verdict was.
“God, Larry, I hate to do this to you, I really do,” Buttes babbled, sounding
more like a teen about to put an old dog out of his misery than a network suit.
“But we gotta pull the plug on the show, King.”
I’d known our ratings were pretty soft. Hell, I’d been hosting the show for
over thirty years; of course I’d eventually run out of jokes. What’d people
take me for, the ghost of Richie Pryor? I’d seen this coming down the pipe a
mile away.
Poor Buttes, though. He’d made no secret of the fact that I’d been his idol
growing up. It was cute when he’d joined the staff as an intern and fetched
me coffee in the mornings; always addressed me as ‘king’, too; but that shtick
sure got old once he became the el capo a few seasons back. But I’d never tell
the kid that, it’d kill him.
Buttes asked if he could buy me lunch and I said, politely, no thanks. Figured I’d clean out my office and get a head start on my retirement with Babs.
Buttes up and gave me a nice watch, which in his mind somehow equated to
giving me his firstborn son; I’m a polite sonovabitch, so I acted as if that’s
what he’d just blessed me with and headed down the halls as fast as I could.
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I should’ve been able to box up my things pretty quickly; but it seemed as
if everyone in the building wanted to tell how much they’d enjoyed working
with yours truly. From the big wigs on the mountain tips to the mail crew
on the bottom of the scum buckets, they all stopped by to confess late night
TV would never be the same. Which was all bull but, hey, what do I know?
The world turns, babies are born, old folks die off and the world turns some
more. Every now and then some idiot lucks into big money and some poor
fool is snuffed out too soon and the world stops, we sit up and take notice and
before you know it the world’s back to turning tricks. I guess I’m somewhere
between an idiot and a fool.
I took a cab to my daughter’s place. She seemed surprised to see me, which
wasn’t a good sign at all.
“Hey, Sandy,” I said. “Can I come in?”
Wordlessly, she throws open the door, granting me entrance. The place is
drab, with bits and pieces of décor and furniture my ex would deem “metropolitan” but, I would call “horse shit”. I took a seat on a spaceship pretending
to be a sofa.
Sandy sits across from me.
“What are you doing here?”
Me: “I’m done.”
Her: “I heard. On the radio. They’re calling you the best to ever do it.
Congratulations.”
But there’s no warmth here.
“I came here to say…” I swallowed a bit, an unexpected lump rising, “…I’d
like to be in your life. And Billi’s.”
“Wow. This is a surprise. Considering the fact that I remember a little girl
about twenty years ago asking where her dad was after she got cut from the
soccer team.”
I stayed silent. What was there to say?
She went on.
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“Or maybe I’m thinking of the girl who had to watch all of her friends go
off and celebrate graduation with their family while I was stuck by myself
because my dad was too busy making a TV show to bother showing up?”
She was standing up now.
“And how could I forget about the time I was in labor with Billi and you
missed it, the birth of your only grandkid? How could you miss that?”
Sandy reached over and grabbed both my hands. I looked up; and what I
saw wasn’t the face of an angry daughter… It was the face of a sympathetic
stranger.
“Dad…Larry…I don’t know you anymore, haven’t known you for a long
time. It’s best to leave things the way that they are. And I’d like it you’d left
before Billi comes home.”
She escorted me out of the house, into the street. A group of kids strolled by
and, for one painless minute, I was thirty years young watching Sandy playing
kickball in the streets with the neighborhood kids: so young, so full of life, a
terrifying force of nature.
“Hey, mister!”
The moment was over. The kids had stopped. They were staring at me. One
of them, a chubby guy, pointed a finger at me and said matter-of-factly: “I
know you. You’re the king.”
“Sorry”, I said. “I’m not who you think I am.”
I fished Buttes’ watch out of my pocket, tossed it to Chubby.
“The king is dead, kid.”
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Bird Bath by Sam Yoo
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We’d Love to Keep Your Business,
But Please Don’t Be a Prick

62

The average consumer’s trip to the
local grocery outlet is quite different from mine. That huge building,
packed and organized with products
for your consumption, lit with awful
fluorescent lights, and pumped to
the bone with mediocre Sting cover
songs, is a lot more than just a grocery store.
My grocery store is a sentient being. It lives and breathes and depends
upon the workers in the background
who never get any credit. It’s a lot
like your own body; your heart and
lungs and brain and liver, you depend
on them for survival but you barely
even think of the hard work they put
in for you. The same is true for the
white noise of behind-the-scenes
workers in your neighborhood grocery outlet.
First of all, the mediocre clerk
that is always portrayed in movies
is actually incredibly vibrant, crazy
even. She is enormously sweet, very
friendly, and often the best person
to hug on a bad day. And with how
many bits of useless information you
think you have to memorize on a daily basis- triple it for that checker.
Roma Tomatoes: 4087
Green Apples: 4139
Loose Celery: 4755
Bulk Celery: 4070
Broccoli Crowns: 3082
You’re not buying bananas, and
we don’t care if they’re 49 cents a
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pound, get those 4011’s out the door.
And really? Reusable bags? Sure
thing, do good for your environment,
we know we’re supposed to encourage you to bring them in but, have
you ever even packed your own groceries?
You came through the Express
Lane with $249.00 worth of grocer-

“. . . and
please,
don’t be a
prick.”
ies and you want me to pack them all
into three disgusting bags. Your order alone will take me ten minutes,
and then I will have to apologize for
your rudeness to the next five customers behind you who happened
to read the “15 Items or Less” sign,
while I sanitize my hands profusely,
attempting to rub off the dog hair and
dried up chicken juice that coats your
purple “Believe” canvas bag.
As we proceed, you unload your
cart full of ding-dongs and applesauce onto the belt, bitching about
how long the customer before you

took. Firstly I try to move past the
irony in this situation, and then I
can’t help but call you out in front of
the other customers, “Thank you so
much for being patient ma’am. The
order ahead of you was a WIC customer and you know how hard times
are right now, it really does take a
village when you’re a struggling
mother.” Although I put it sweetly, you understand what you’ve
done. Here you are spending almost
$300.00 in the Express Lane on 2 Liter Cokes and bags of Doritos, and
that poor woman in front of you just
tried to get some eggs and cheese for
her toddlers. Yeah, friendly piece of
advice, never bitch about WIC customers. The details of their lives are
unknown to us, but they obviously
need and deserve the help and service can provide for them. It’s sad
that their children eat better than the
children of parents who can afford to
spend quadruple the amount on groceries.
But anyways, as I check merrily along, you are obviously quite
through with shopping today. Your
manners are non-existent; you don’t
even pull your cart up so my bagger
can load your purchases easily. You
want a Rain-Check on at least four
different items, and you just about
scream when your coupon for 55
cents off string cheese is expired. I
look over and see potato salad and
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Luna Yager
chicken wings from the Service Deli
and I hope and pray you were this
rude to the guy at the counter; I hope
he found a second out of his busy line
of customers to spit in your food. I
hope the Butcher didn’t trim any fat
off your steaks, I hope the slicing machine in the bakery is dull and your
bread is ripped up, I hope the produce
guys just brushed off the mold on
your blueberries.
I love my job. I love my coworkers. And for the most part, I even love
the customers. But working in retail I
have learned, for every ten great customers, there is one gigantic, nasty,
self-entitled customer just yearning
to make my day hell. Imagine how
many customers I interact with on
a daily basis? Some of the regulars
make me laugh and smile, some of
them I hug and even know by name.
I am no stranger to customer service
and I believe in customer satisfaction
wholeheartedly. But the fact of the
matter is folks, I don’t go to work because I am a good person and neither
do you. No one goes to the grocery
store because it’s fun, no one likes
the price of food, and no one really
enjoys the terrible satellite radio. I am
begging you, the next time you take
a trip to the grocery store, to Target,
to Costco, to Kohl’s, think about the
people that are hard at work. Think
about the hours they put in. The shitty pay. The scratchy uniforms.

Often times when we go shopping,
our needs come first. But it’s not true.
There are other people to think about.
Other customers who might be struggling financially, other customers
who might be in a hurry because they
have a sick relative at home, other
customers who are really just at the
store because they need some butter,
but would rather be anywhere other
than here. That could be you. It could
also be me. Associates are customers
too, and trust me, we understand. Let
us all be sensitive to one another, be
kind and be thankful. There are a million other grocery stores you could
choose from but you chose to walk
into my establishment and I intend
to give you the best possible service
and I mean it when I say, “See you
next time!” We all want you to come
back, firstly so we stay in business
and secondly to keep good regulars.
Even if you come through the Express Lane on accident with $300.00
worth of groceries, I still want to
check your items out next week too.
All I ask is that you put yourself in
our shoes. We touch your food, so
shouldn’t you be extra nice? Smile
really nicely at the butcher, thank the
deli guy profusely, don’t be a snob
about your cucumbers and please,
don’t be a prick.
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Rear-View Mirror

Bradley Petersen

There was a little dust
on the dashboard,
but I didn’t mind. It could’ve used a wash, but I liked her this way. Like me,
this car was old. The faded black steering wheel had imprints from my hands,
left by the years we spent together on the road. The once forest green paint
was faded and chipped, and dents and scratches strewed both bumpers. The
windows rolled up and down using a now defunct hand-crank– except the
window on the passenger side. My wife broke that hand-crank a couple years
ago, furiously rolling the window down after she learned that she had lost her
job. It wasn’t on purpose; I knew it wasn’t. When it snapped and she looked
over at me, with red eyes and wet cheeks, I told her to let it out, neither the car
nor I would mind. I told her I prefer to use the air conditioner anyways. I told
her that we would be okay, and that she didn’t need to worry. We had many
aimless car rides that year.
During the summer of that same year, we took a trip up to Yellowstone for
a week. Halfway there, our back-left tire popped, stranding us for three sweltering hours in the middle of the afternoon. We were forced to call a tow truck
because we used the spare tire last summer and never remembered to replace
it. It’s always the things you don’t notice that get you. We were exhausted
when we finally made it to camp that night. We decided that setting up the tent
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could wait until tomorrow, so she folded the seats down while I hastily blew
up the air mattress and then we slept.
This car had seen countless muddy roads and endless highways alike. We
called it home many summers, and now we sat in this venerable car, driving
home from Yellowstone once again. It was our first trip up there with our kids
and now we all sat with the air conditioner on, in those beat-up, black leather
seats. They had worn down significantly since I bought the car. Lines were
etched into the seats from all the years of use, each drawing its own path up
and down like vines. The edges and seams frayed a long time ago, revealing
the yellow, dirty, seat cushions. My wife always sat on the passenger side; I
always drove. Our two kids, Jack and Emily sat in the back, tightly strapped
into their car seats. They were too young to pay attention to the details of the
car and the world around them. Whenever they rode in the car with us, they
would quietly observe us, the car, and each other. Maybe they knew exactly
what was going on.
My wife would occasionally turn around to play with them, and make faces. I’d always turn off the radio and listen to them laugh together. Jack’s laugh
was loud and colorful. Emily’s was soft and thoughtful, just like her mother’s.
Sometimes I couldn’t help but to glance into the rear-view mirror and watch
them as they watched her. Their faces would scrunch up as they smiled, and
they would wiggle their short arms as she’d play peek-a-boo with them. Today, when I looked at them in the mirror, they both looked back. Were they
actually looking at me? Do they know who I am? What were they thinking
while they watched me? What was I thinking while I kept watching them?
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Didney Whorl

Sarah Valverde

“Didney Whorl”
“This is not Disneyland.”
That, in all honesty, was the best thing I could think to say. Lillie, however,
did not seem to appreciate my insight.
“Goddammit Samantha, if the next words out of your mouth are not directions to Disneyland, I will pull out your tongue and strangle you with it.”
“A human tongue is not long enough for that. Perhaps a giraffe tongue
would work better.”
She glared at me from where she was reading the map I printed from Google. There were no smart phones to be found in this car. The brick in my
pocket was the epitome of stupid.
“This is not Disneyland,” I repeated now that I had her attention. I pointed
to the sign.
BIG TOTTY’S GENTLEMEN’S CLUB
“What the hell is a ‘big totty’?” Lillie mumbled, crumpling up the map and
tossing it into the back seat.
“Maybe it’s a play on the word ‘ti—’”
“You can stop right there,” she interrupted. In response, I pulled out my
camera and took a picture of the sign. Then I turned it around and took a
clumsy selfie of the two of us. We were required to take at least fifty photos,
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twenty of which needed to have us in it. I appreciated something numerical
to focus on. It was soothing in the face of our navigational issues.
“So…find a gas station?” I offered, putting away the camera.
Lillie turned on the engine again. “Sounds about right. I need coffee.”
“You had coffee.”
“I need more coffee.”
I waggled the can of NOS I had stuck in my lap. It was starting to get a
little empty. Considering I had about five hours of uninterrupted sleep last
night, I could see myself needing more caffeine in approximately three
hours and forty-five minutes. I drank the last of it before returning to reality.
“I will need four more of these if I am expected to survive today.”
“You’ll get two.” Lillie pulled up to the barren pumps (9:47 am is apparently the best time to get gas in Anaheim).
“Three.”
“Two. There’s a two for $3 sale at 7/11, so you’ll get two. It’s cheaper
that way.”
“We get four. Three for me, one for you.”
“Samantha, no.” Lillie stepped out of the car.
I recalculated as we headed toward the water-stained building with
bright green accents.
“In that case…we should consume carbohydrates now to allow ourselves enough energy to last until noon. Then we shall have lunch.” I followed her, pulling a pen and paper out of my backpack and making the
adjustment to the itinerary.
“Sounds good,” Lillie held open the door for me before heading to the
coffee area.
“Hello Ser,” I approached the cash register. “My friend and I are going
to Disneyland, but we have found ourselves lost.”
Lillie snorted from the back of the empty store. If she had a problem
with the way I spoke to strangers, she could be the official spokesperson
for this duo. At least I don’t just stare and mumble!
The man appraised me for a second, and then started listing off streets. I
tried to follow along and write them down, but he tapped me on the shoulder.
“You’ll want to go down that street.” He pointed. “Then follow the
signs.”
“Oh.” I unclicked my pen. “Thank you.”
I grabbed two more NOS cans and joined Lillie in the back.
“Pray tell, ser-with-an-e, dost thou knowest whereth we goeth?”
“Down that street,” I pointed. “Then follow the signs.”
She measured out two tablespoons of powder creamer before adding six
shots of espresso. She waved off my pointed stare with a roll of her brownenough-to-be-black eyes.
“Good enough for me. What should our car-co-mime-rates be?”
“Carbohydrates, Lillie, you know this. We go over this every time. I
have a box of Tiger Milk bars in the trunk…”
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“…Along with a first aid kit and a carefully measured bag’o’snacks for
each of us. I was there, Samantha, I remember.”
“The word ‘carbohydrates’ gives you trouble,” was the offered justification
for repetition.
“C’mon,” she said with a smile. That eased the anxiety coiled in my stomach—but only a little bit. To make myself feel better, I reviewed the budgets
list. We had enough for a few extra items…
The idea for our trip came to me while we were playing Dragon Age (a
game that we’ve immersed ourselves in enough to impact our methods of
speaking) (ie: “ser-with-an-e”). We had sat side by side on the couch in my
garage, stuffing our faces with Cheese-Its and laughing at the English accents
everyone inexplicably had.
Our main character (MikeFitzPatty, the elf on a never-ending quest to get
laid) watched his best friend get sucked into a mirror with a dumbfounded
expression that left us laughing ourselves stupid. Lillie fell against my side
with a wheeze as the aforementioned mirror mysteriously exploded, then she
said it.
“This is just like Disneyland!”
“Have you ever been to Disneyland?” I asked, wiping away tears.
“It’s been, like, six years.”
“We need to go to Disneyland. We need to ride Space Mountain
and pretend to be Commander Shepard. It makes the ride, like, a billion times
better.”
Lillie sat up at the mention of another one of our favorite video game franchises. “Which Mass Effect are we talking about here?”
“Two, and you pretend you’re going through the Omega-4 Relay and everything’s going to shit.”
“We should go to Disneyland and do that.”
“What are you doing next Saturday?” I countered.
“Disneyland outings are a very serious matter,” I informed her as I snatched
an Arizona GrapeAid and Green Tea for hydration purposes. “I have carefully
prepared for every contingency.”
“Except for the one where you actually cut loose and have fun.”
“Except for that one,” we placed our goodies in front of the very annoyed
man at the cash register. He glanced at the pretty Filipino in dancer’s tights
and an oversized sweater (Lillie), then took in the awkward Irish girl with
thick-rimmed glasses, a Tri-Force jacket, and cargo pants.
I calmly handed him a twenty from the trip’s cash budget. Our debit card
budget applied to souvenirs only.
He turned to Lillie as he handed her the change. While Lillie handed me the
money, he nodded in my general direction, “She autistic?”
“No, you fucking douchewad!” Lillie snarled. “She just doesn’t bother to
pander to shitty people like yourself! Good day to you, ser!”
We slammed the door especially hard as we left.
“Ser with an ‘e’?” I asked.
She grabbed her tea. “Is there any other kind of ser?”
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“He was a fucking shit toaster,” I admitted. The best insults come from a
combination of profanity and household appliances.
Lillie unlocked the doors, “Oh, no doubt.”
I popped the trunk and grabbed the box of Tiger Milk bars. I hesitated.
Without taking anything else, I slammed the trunk and got into the passenger seat.
The lid came off unevenly when I pulled, as the box was on sale for being
past its “best by” date. Tiger bars rained from the ceiling.
Lillie scooped two off the ground by her feet and tore into them like a
wildebeest.
“Yo, Samantha, where the hell is the first aid kit?”
“The…trunk?”
“And the bags’o’snacks?”
I nodded.
“Well, get them. We’re going to Disneyland, we’ll fucking need them!”
I smiled and stepped out of the car again.
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Teammates

Jack Redmond

“She’s late, Mariucci,”
O’Sullivan said.
“She’s always late,” I replied. “She was always late dropping Davis off and
that poor bastard was never late for anything in his life. She was late for his
funeral for God’s sake”
“But this is the championship,” O’Sullivan said.
“We both know that doesn’t matter to her.”
So the two of us sat in front of Lane 6. Waiting for her. O’Sullivan puffing
on his cigar, me smoking a Pall Mall.
Anybody who looked around at the clouds of cigarette smoke, the wood
benches, and the paper scoring sheets in Pete’s Pins bowling alley couldn’t
be blamed for thinking that it was 1965. Maybe that’s why O’Sullivan and I
liked the place so much. 1965 was a good year for the two of us. I was made
plant manager in ’65. O’Sullivan got hitched in ‘65. Unfortunately for us, it
wasn’t 1965, and the smoking laws weren’t the only things that had changed.
But the nice thing about living in a dump like Warren, Michigan is that no one
gives enough of a damn to bother with it. So Pete’s Pins stayed unchanged, a
ten-lane time capsule.
“Here she comes,” I said.
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She stumbled through the door wearing big, black sunglasses and carrying
a water bottle. A lit cigarette dangled loosely from her lips. Her black shirt
and black pants were wrinkled and her long black hair was stringy and greasy
like it always was.
She walked down the five steps that led to the bowling area and, without
a word, held out her hand to O’Sullivan. He sighed and handed her a pack of
Camels. She ripped the pack open and threw the plastic on the ground. Her
fingers shook as she fished a fresh cigarette out, lit it with the one she already
had going and stuck them both in her mouth. She dropped her bag and water
bottle on the scorer’s table and headed back towards the bathroom.
“I sure miss Davis,” O’Sullivan said, shaking his head as we watched her
slump towards the ladies’ room.
When Davis died, O’Sullivan and I were crushed. Not only had we lost a
good buddy, but we lost our bowling team, too. League rules say that each
team needs at least three players, and when you get to be our age, it’s not
like you can just call up another friend to fill in. So, it was my bright idea
to ask Davis’s granddaughter to join the team. We just needed a body, and
anybody would do. I figured that since her parents had made her drive Davis
to and from the lanes, she was used to coming to Pete’s, so what would be the
harm in having her bowl a little bit? She agreed to be part of the team, but she
didn’t come cheap. The only way she would join the team was if we bought
her cigarettes, beer, and food every game. I was buying the beer today, and
that was no bargain. O’Sullivan and I found out that the girl could drink like
a fish. And when a couple of old Ford plant workers say that about someone,
they better start checking for gills. But that was only a part of the problem.
The girl had a screw loose.
“I’ll tell you one good thing about that girl: She pisses me off so much that
it always reminds me to take my heart pill,” O’Sullivan said as he fished out
a pill from a little orange bottle and grabbed the water bottle she had left on
the table.
O’Sullivan popped the pill in his mouth and tipped back the bottle. He
started to swallow before he choked and spit the pill out across the hardwood
towards Lane 5.
“Vodka! It’s vodka! O’Sullivan sputtered. “What the hell is wrong with
that girl?
“That’s right, O’Sullivan, you goddamn Polack! It’s vodka! And the next
time you touch my shit, it’ll be arsenic!” screamed a raspy voice, and we
looked up to see her coming out of the bathroom, wiping her nose with her
sleeve.
“Polack? Arsenic? What the hell is wrong with that girl?” said O’Sullivan,
looking at me.
“Mariucci. Beer. O’Sullivan. Fries,” she ordered as she came down the
steps towards us, taking off her sunglasses to reveal her beady, bloodshot,
blue eyes.
O’Sullivan and I followed instructions. We slowly walked up the steps to
the bar where Pete, the owner, leaned on the wooden bar top, wiping a clean
mug with a dirty rag.
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“A pitcher for the girl. And one for us, too,” I said.
“And a thing of fries for her,” O’Sullivan added.
“I hate that girl,” said Pete, shaking his bald head as he filled the pitchers
with a nice, cheap domestic. “I can’t believe she punched Big Charlie Farnam
in the face last week. Everyone wants me to kick her out of the league, but I
have to keep her in so yous two can keep bowling.”
“Well, it would be a shame for you to kick out your best customer,” O’Sullivan chuckled as he grabbed a handful of bar nuts.
“She ain’t a customer when yous dumb bastards are the ones always paying
for her,” Pete said.
“We just want to bowl, Pete. Even if it’s with the devil,” I said, grabbing
the beers with a nod of thanks.
By the time O’Sullivan and I got back to the lane with the beer and fries,
our opponent, Johnny McGovern of the McGovern Mechanics team, was getting impatient.
“Hey, old timers, are we going to bowl or what?”
“Hold your horses, McGovern,” I said as I tried to manage the steps with
my bum knee and a pitcher in each hand.
“Yeah, hold your fucking horses, grease monkey, before I shove this bottle
up your tail pipe,” she roared, holding the water bottle full of vodka like a
knife.
McGovern stared at her in shocked silence and then turned and looked at
me. I just shrugged. She grabbed the pitcher from me and the fries from
O’Sullivan, who was working his way down the steps. Without a thank you,
she walked back up the steps to her seat that was perched ten feet above the
lane. She started shoving the fries in her mouth by the handful and slurping
beer straight from the pitcher. I could already see the oil from the fries glistening on her fingers. O’Sullivan and I groaned. This wouldn’t be too bad, except
she was always using everyone else’s damn ball. Bowling is hard enough
without the finger holes being covered in fry grease. The only ball she would
never use was Davis’s old fourteen pounder that we kept in the ball holder for
luck. We had to have something to remember him by. Something other than
her, that is.
We waited five minutes for her to eat and drink. Even McGovern didn’t
say anything. He just watched with a disgusted look on his face as she gorged
herself on fries and beer. Finally, she was ready to bowl. She walked to Lane
6, picked up my ball with her greasy fingers, took a couple steps towards
the pins and let it fly. The ball rolled down the lane, slowly curving into the
pocket between the one and three pins. Crash. The pins exploded. Strike. She
walked back towards her perch, grabbing her crotch as she flipped McGovern
the bird.
Mozart could play a perfect sonata the first time he sat in front of a piano,
Tiger Woods could sink a ten foot putt at three years old, and this gal was born
to bowl. Even in that careless way of hers, she had perfect form. Her roll had
a gentle hook, and the sound the ball made when it hit the pins reminded me
of the booms the old factory used to make.
When she started with the team, we thought that her first strike was a fluke.
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But then she rolled another one. And then another. And another. Until she
had bowled a perfect game. And then she rolled a second. And then a third.
A fourth. A Fifth. She never answered when we asked her how she had gotten so good, and Davis had never mentioned anything about his punk granddaughter being such an incredible bowler, so we just had to assume that she
was a natural. Somehow in his infinite wisdom, God had decided to give a
talent to this monster that me, O’Sullivan, Davis, McGovern, and everyone
else at Pete’s would have given our eye-teeth to have. And in the course of
five weeks, we went from Mariucci, O’Sullivan, and Davis being in last place
to Mariucci O’Sullivan, and the girl being in the championship game.
“You know what?” I said as we watched her chug down her third pitcher
before she nailed her fifth strike in a row. “She’s going to win us the championship. But I’d rather be in last place with Davis any day of the week.”
O’Sullivan and I looked on in silence as the McGovern’s Mechanics team
held Johnny back from trying to wring the girl’s neck. She had celebrated that
last strike by spitting in his face.
“Yeah. Last place with Davis sounds pretty nice,” said O’Sullivan with a sigh.
“What the hell is wrong with that girl?”
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Reflection

At Father's Grave

I love the indiscernible—

The non-hesitant grass clambers over the raised gravestone--

the blank, the empty page—

Tributaries stretching across the finely carved Chinese characters.

hazy future, forgotten past,

From days of an incessant sun and unforgiving rains,

the unspoken love, the wordless rage.

From months of a people-less landscape,

Most intriguing, I once saw,

The characters have surrendered their once brilliant armor,

a wisp of hair around a woman’s cheek

Now a faded glory read only by hands.

(there to hide some irksome spot)

On a certain day in a certain month,

kept in a perfect curl with a piece of tape.

The time of Ching Ming,

We all have our erasers—

We find our way to Father’s grave

or our knives, or our backspace keys—

To offer

but in regards to opinions and the human heart—

incense,

it’s not as easy to think as we please.

to undergo an ancient ritual...

KARIS TANKSLEY

RICHARD MA

The thin brushes carefully trace
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the remains
of the etched stone.
Red ink reincarnates the inscription.
Lucky red
at a gravesite.
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Mother has lived these many years without a husband.
(My wife and I muse about our 2-year old daughter:
Father would have been proud!)
The whispering winds softly dance among the trees.
The incense
slowly
dissipates.

Warm Reflection by Bonnie Gleason

Left behind, the yellow potted flowers face an uncertain future...
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Love

Warm Body

I will give you a kiss

It happens at night

from the depths of my worn soul

When the light’s synthetic and cruel

where the fire is fleeting,

Like the sex that’s gone stale

but I will still offer my hot coals.

But still fills up the room

I’ll let you tear me open

And the passion has vanished

and spill across your hands

Just motions gone through

I will let you inside of me

Like the traces of love

my cells, intestines, glands.

I once felt for you.

I’ll tell you all my secrets

But there are still clues

while I’m wrapped around your hips,

Buried deep in my bones

I’ll leave all my broken bones

Like a trail of breadcrumbs

on the edges of your lips.

That I follow home

Knot your fingers in my hair

On nights when I’m drunk

so I will not get away.

And find myself lost

Kiss me from the depths of you

In the freezing wilderness

and I’m sure that I won’t

That you call your heart

fade.

Where I’m just another warm body

CALLA CONWAY

MATT GEIST

Awake in the dark.
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It Was Night
MATT GEIST

It’s fake

She had black skin

The way we move

And white coke

We are like late

Would mess me up

Night cartoons

And then get me home

Or marionettes

And bring me back

Getting our strings pulled

Like Lazarus

By the moon.

In time to see the sun.

Somewhere out

When our dreams like stars

The wolves howl

Are dead and gone

At the fading dark

But still hang around

Of summer

Like her favorite song

The ones wild as my lover

They are paid not in sweat and blood
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But I will tame them

But love.

Just as I’ve tamed you.
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Dreams and Nightmares by Margarita Covarrubias Ramos

Pression by Joseph Curiel
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Violin Rhapsody
ANNE-MARIE DYTEWSKI

The violin’s rapture

Fixed bow skips and glides

swells inside my head.

along a quaking bridge.

An opus streaking across a brow,

Fingers caress

sweetness imbues its voice

like silk strumming skin.

tender like a child’s innocence.

Your gentleness soothes

There’s no ambiguity about you.

like whispers murmured at night.

Fiery like the tips of flames,

Intensity spirals like Mercury’s orbit.

hushed as encroaching fog,

Melodies climb into euphoric serenades.

daring like the throw of dice.

You are colors radiant in a Bartok concerto.

Plucked strings quiver

Beethoven’s D major sonata, a cornucopia of hues.

in a courtship dance.

No one speaks to me like you.
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He Buys Me Flowers
VASI HUNTON

He buys me flowers:
roses, tulips, lilacs,

He wears a locket with a strand

full bouquets,

of my hair;

and when I miss him

he keeps it with him always.

I dance on high-up toes

I wait for my cat by the téléphone:

upon the dry apartment floor,

the moment he will call,

in the heat of humid Georgia days,

and when I hear his first

wearing that silk dress he loves so much

¨hello¨ from that music hall,

for I am lonely so

pianos, saxophones, trumpets

without his daily clutch.

monsters blowing changes

I played records, tunes he did own:

with hepness overflowing,

¨Lullaby of Birdland¨ or

digging the groove-
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Billie-

(spang, spang-a-lang, spang-a-lang,

Holidays, I often wept

spang-a-lang, spang)

when I was not stuck to him yet,

I can hardly speak,

and I felt the pieces

I long for him too much,

weren’t quite kept-

my lips frozen with stage fright

in place.

melted only by a single touch.

Then, one day, I met my New York man:
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who opened up his gentle hand.

But finally I’ll pull my words from some loving place in me:
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I shall recall,
how handsome he is —
like French displayed sculptures
		

un musée des beaux arts;

if this truth I disclose
that his absence only makes
my undivided soul hurt.
There is a little table right by

how sweet his voice is-

my apartment window sill

like Southern wildflower honey,

and on it sits a glass vase

		

or champagne with cherries;

I always keep filled;

how kind his hold is-

for he buys me flowers:

like singers embracing microphones,

roses, tulips, lilacs,

		

or mothers clutching babies;

and I will speak back
my soft-voiced greeting.
But all I really want to say is:
¨Mon amour, je t’adore et
tu me manque tellement
		

que ça fait mal.¨

Instead, all I can claim:

full bouquetsand even when he is not here,
I will buy them for myself,
pretending that he placed them there;
for I know that if he couldwithout a question
yes, oh yes,
he would;

¨When will you come home? ¨

for he buys me flowers-

I know I’ll wound him far too deep

those love tainted flowers.
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Vagina Valentines
K. DANA KING
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Autostereogram

We were supposed to be reading.
This was at school in the third grade
in the early nineties, when an hour
a day was still required and cursive
was taught alongside mathematics

Contemplate by Isabelle Dahlstrom

GRANT QUACKENBUSH

and geography, weeks spent memorizing
the fifty states and the foreign capitals we mispronounced, unknowingly preparing our puckered lips for
the test of a kiss, in French:
BOIse, Des MOInes, Baton ROUge…
the rounded vowels like sour candies
in our mouths, like the yellow Warheads we dared each other to suck on until the sweetness came, or
until the five minute bell rang. We spit out the candies along with the cooties: recess, as we knew it, was
over. We sat inside reading, the click of a stand fan oscillating back and forth, cooling our ruddy skin.
Brandon slid a fuzzy picture
over the polychromatic pages
of Huckleberry Finn, whispering
that if I looked long enough,
pressing my nose up against it
then slowly moving it away, like this,
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a 3-D image would appear, in this case

might suggest, became a curator at the Getty. I guess he lives in Pasadena

a rhinoceros. Other times a palace,

making big bucks, probably spending all his dough collecting Pollock’s.

a plane, a floating human brain.

I can see him now, stroking a chin

It was called an autostereogram

with his arms crossed, trying to distill a meaning from what appears to be

and it became a sort of game,

absolutely nothing.

a competition to see who could see

It’s pubes, his metrosexual friend

it first, decipher the message

with a fetish for child porno-

unconsciously by staring, meditating

graphy concludes, kidding

on the art of Zen, letting

but not really: you see

our Buddhist minds imagine.

whatever you want to see, whatever

Half the time we saw boobs, or wanted to.

you’re bound to see

Randy said Ricky saw dicks

doing what it is you’re doing

and everybody laughed, except Ricky.

out there. When Manson was a kid

Ricky stopped playing, telling us to

he saw murder in the sky, blood

grow up, and pretty soon we all did,

leaking through the woolen sheets

more or less. Brandon became a manager

of the clouds like acid rain,

at the Jack in the Box on Third,

through the coat of his neighbor’s

Ricky a professional chauffeur.

Bichon Frisé Yappy
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No one knew what happened to Randy

he admitted to the cops to torturing,

aside that he moved to Washington

pressing a butter knife, he said,

and a rich kid named Preston, as his name

up against its lamb-like throat
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and sawing, ripping off the head
as from a stuffed animal, dead.
But it doesn’t have to be so extreme.
Brandon saw a burger and Ricky saw a car.
Preston saw a quarter and Jackson,
little Jackson from Wyoming
who used to like to ride ponies,
in a pool of his own vomit like paint,
got an idea. Monkey see, monkey do.
And what did I see? What am I
going to do?
Today I went and sat

Vacation by Joseph Curiel

saw a bar. Woke up years later

on the edge of a sandstone bluff
overlooking the blue lined pattern
toward the horizon. I put a hand to my eyes to cut the midday glare and saw, somewhat to my surprise,
an island off the coast of the mainland. I’ve come here for years and had never seen it before.
So I looked again, and saw a boat.
So I looked again, and saw a whale.
So I looked again, and saw the sea, a surface so smooth you could write on it.
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Voiceless Sound

KIM FLORES

I heard the calm voice once before
It spoke lessons that could shake your core.
He sang beautiful love songs softly to her, while she made him wear matching sweaters.
They swore promises of equality in their vows, yet when she entered a room, he would take his bow.
He lectured a boy into a strong man, anxiously they wait...
to see if he can.
He kissed and hugged his little girl,
and Sundays when they danced he would give her a swirl.
Now that voiceless sound is back,
It reminds me of the strength I lack.
I fear one day, they’ll forget the sound, of the intelligent humor I once found...
And now that pain and sorrow has turned to glee, my soul, refreshed, can now be free.
This voiceless sound left me lessons I didn’t know, I feel I must tell the world and go.
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I wish to continue the voice I knew,
perhaps one day I can change the world...
with you.
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I Wish

BARBARA SCHIFFLER

I wish for freedom.
I wish for the soldiers to come home from Iraq.
I wish for the government to recognize the value of education.
I wish that fast food places served fresh vegetables.
I wish for all people to see how important the earth is to them.
I wish that everyone who lives in Kansas could enjoy the oceans.
I wish that we did not measure the value of humans in dollars.
I wish that everyone in the world had enough to eat everyday.
I wish that people did not need things to feel important.
I wish young girls could know their brains are as important as their bodies.
I wish young boys could know their brains are as important as their bodies.
I wish that animals were cared for as well as cars.
I wish that tolerance could be tolerated.
I wish all these wishes could come true.

Exhausted by Farah Ajoodanifar

I wish people did not measure their worth by their children.
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Strange Rumblings
in the Classroom

90

As I sit here looking at my schedule of classes I cannot help but wonder if what I am calling an “education” is not meant to educate me at
all. I’m taking a pretty standard curriculum: a math class, a science class,
an English class, and a film class…
and as I type that out I realize how
awfully standard that really is. When
I think about what I’m being taught
every single day, it always strikes
me that no matter how attentive
I am in any of my classes, no matter how much information I fill my
head with, I don’t feel like I’m really
learning anything. That is, I am not
gaining a new perspective on life; I
am not discovering new things about
myself, or the world, and I am most
definitely not gaining new insight
or new wisdom. I just feel as if I am
being sloppily crafted into another
functioning gear to keep this American economic engine—the “American Dream”—going.
Let me back up here, because this
got a lot more morbid than I thought
it would. In my eyes education is
supposed to act as a means to give
all of us the ability to create our own
perceptions and our own ideas about
ourselves, our lives, our world, and
whatever other things each of us obsesses over. That is, I see education
as giving all of us the ability to answer whatever meaningful questions
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Hollis Potts
we may have, not to tell us what
questions to ask and to define what is
and isn’t important for us. If we are
to adhere to the standardized definition of being “well educated”—
completing a curriculum that is filled
with math and science classes, with a

“I am being
sloppily
crafted into
another
functioning
gear . . .”
sprinkle of English and history classes, then we miss the point of schooling entirely.
The standard of education that
the United States has created is one
that is meant to create generations of
“contributors”, people who can carry
on the American tradition of consumerism. And trust me, I’m not just
whipping up these claims to support
my own weird ideals about education. If we look at those who have established the educational systems of

our country— Leland Stanford, Cornelius Vanderbilt, James Duke, and
Ezra Cornell— we see a common
thread, all of these people were millionaire business tycoons during their
times who were attempting to create
an educational system that would
produce a class of people that would
act as a support system for their own
capitalistic ventures. It should not
be ignored that Russell Conwell, a
founder of Temple University, emphasized the importance of education
by stating that “I say that you ought
to get rich, and it is your duty to
get rich.” (Information pulled from
Howard Zinn’s A People’s History
of the United States). But it is not
our duty to get rich, it is our duty to
ensure that the magnates that helped
establish our educational systems remain rich. And therein lies the capital
T Truth. Those who are attending any
publicly funded educational system
are entering into a world of teaching that is founded on the very ideal
that those being educated are simply
to be morphed into cogs that will be
jammed into our capitalist engine to
ensure we maintain the wealth of a
very small, endlessly powerful boy’s
club of rich cockroaches. That’s the
crux of the whole thing. The rich, as
has been historically proven, founded our educational system and their
intent – to maintain their own stand-
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mean hell, has no one read The Great
Gatsby? The whole game is rigged.
And if we continue to play it, and be
exploited by it, then we all end up
just as Jay Gatsby did: empty and
dead.
So now we must start to look at
education differently because our educational system has done an incredible job of telling us what to think, and
deliberately not telling us that we can
choose what to think. I know that all
of us feel the societal pressures that
point us towards majors and careers
that we hope can bring us closer to
achieving the “Dream”, but I submit
that we say to Hell with those standards. We have no obligation to believe that way we are being educated
is the “right” way. If we, as students,
are not demanding that schools give
us the tools to participate in the capitalist system, then we should absolutely resist participating in a system
where the goal is to produce groups
of people able to afford Cadillac’s
and light beer through the utilization
of the skills they’ve gained from “education”. Let us take a step back and
look at our lives. Do we all want the
same things? Do we all want to participate in the consumerist culture?
Do all of us believe that an education
in building freeway exits is intrinsically more valuable than one in philosophy, art, or literature? Probably
not. So let’s grow a backbone and
stop allowing ourselves be exploited.
All of us owe it to ourselves to explore what it is exactly that makes us
tick, what gets our heart to pound like
a dryer filled with shoes. Because if
we do not do that then our education
will be limited to making ourselves
into useful cogs, lumps of coal, not
satisfied human beings.

Ruffled by Jana Ketchum

ing in society - cannot be ignored.
In short, we are being exploited. We
are told we can achieve power and
wealth, but that is only to ensure that
we participate in the consumerist
system that ultimately benefits the
bank statements of those who are
in control of our society. Doesn’t it
seem strange that the core curriculum
of classes consists of science, math,
and a brand of patriotic, revisionist
history? Doesn’t it seem strange that
certain books are banned in some
towns of the US because of their
“anti-capitalistic sentiment” (from
the Dallas Morning News)? Well, it
shouldn’t. All of this should seem
obviously symptomatic of an educational system that is founded on the
principles of capitalism, not education. We are not seen as students, but
rather as gears. We are bricks of coal
here to power the American Capitalist steam engine; the conductors are
Duke, Stanford, and the Koch family, and this train won’t stop until the
tracks run out.
The sad thing is that we’ve all
been told that we can achieve a level
of success that the barons achieved,
so we continue to participate. If it
were widely known that real wealth
is reserved only for the residents
of East Egg, as F. Scott Fitzgerald
would put it, then there would be
mad anarchy. Luckily for those tycoons, the middle class has been convinced that with the proper amount
of “education” and a helluva lot of
elbow grease then everyone can one
day build another Xanadu on the East
Egg. The swallowing of this ideology
makes the middle class remain obedient cogs and consumers, acting as
the stabilizer for a society that would
be in ruins if the middle class felt just
as disenfranchised as the poor did. I
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Them.
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STEVEN DEINEH

you weren’t meant to be a stranger.
not for very long, or ever again,

Ice Cream in the Bahamas by Tyler Jobe

Lampyridae

anyway.
sharing beers and ourselves

smelling, seeing, tasting, feeling

the magic, surprise, serendipity.

time seemed to stand still,

our future memory

a chance, brief encounter transmuted

or slow to imperceptible.

that would exist too soon.

into something more, but not.

my first aveda,

and they were there.

my first bahn mi.

hundreds or thousands or more.

and yet four years later...

other firsts or seconds or thirds

bearing witness to what was,

it happened once more.

were whispered loudly,

should, could only be,

unchagrined to each other,

there and then.

to the wind,
to the remains of the day,

94

to anyone who cared to listen.

perfectly mirroring our emotions.
they laughed with, and at, us.

strolling hand in hand

they conspiratorially cheered us on.

through the prairie grass,

little fireworks, paparazzi flashes.

i remember holding on
with all my senses;
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they danced, and sparkled,

it was a night that could never

a fleeting, solitary, unique adventure.

they were there again.
not the same ones;
generations had passed.
and again time seemed to stand still,
or slow to imperceptible.
and i knew, even more so,
you weren’t meant to be a stranger.
not for very long, or ever again.

be again.
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Giving Back

GRANT QUACKENBUSH

In fourth grade social studies

they apologized. They asked the buffalo

the buffalo would feed on in the summer

the teacher spoke about them

to please forgive them,

and the Lakota would hunt on

in reverence, telling us

to take back whatever it needed

in the winter. Life

they used every last part—bones,

because none of it was theirs.

was an exchange, a constant

eyeballs, testicles. How did they

If it returned reincarnated

giving back. Two hundred years

do it? They made soup.

and killed them in their sleep

later, the buffalo all but gone

What about the ligaments, the tendons,

they would understand,

and the Lakota in their graves, I asked what it was I

the hip socket? Bows, bandanas,

for life was but a dream

could give in exchange for my life, to give back.

used it as a sling shot. The foreskin?

on the Great Buffalo’s back

It was this.

Sheathes for their knives.

and they looked forward to waking.

The stomach? They couldn’t possibly

Beneath their kneeling knees

use the stomach. Buckets.

worms were doing the same,

And the heart? What did they do

passing through the earth

with the heart? They ate it

undisturbed and not disturbing, eating

like an apple. They used everything

the living and the dead alike, leaving

but, before they dressed

the soil richer than

the carcass or stitched the skin

they found it. Grass would grow

or began decorating the bonnets

from that soil, dark and wet,

with brains for camouflage,

vegetation rich in carbon and iron
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America

JACK REDMOND

On our third day in Wisconsin,

It would be half as long as a regular cigarette,

We stopped at a bowling alley

But you’d get forty of them.

Outside of Chippewa Falls.

We all agreed this was a great idea.

We were having a cigarette out front

After a while, the same guy pointed out

When a couple of the drunker

An area about a half-mile away

Townies wanted to know

Where he and his friends used to squat.

Whether we were in town setting up

Every night they would build bonfires

The zip line for the county fair.

And party until the morning.

After all, why else would we be in Chippewa Falls?

He said that he could have bought that land

They started talking about the state’s

For dirt cheap at any time.

New indoor smoking ban,

Now it was covered with multimillion-dollar condos.

Noting the cleverness of introducing the law

He kept repeating, All that land could have been mine.

Five months before winter began.

There was a sick regret in his eyes
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One of them had an idea

As he stared at those condos.

For a cigarette called Newport Breaks.

All that land could have been mine.
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Sunshine and Shadow

SANDY CARPENTER

Look at the small, solitary stroller
out on this warmest Saturday of the spring.
She shoulders the whole weight of a fairy tale, which springtime is— the scenery of a sun so sizable
that shadows dwarf a girl.
With summer, knoll’s wood will simply become itself and hiding is humanly possible in luminous light, a
nd its gray of shade, concealment in the greenery easy. But now even the lake is rising to be watched.
The oak, partially plundered by winter,
throws back his face with sprigs of shoots for a crown, as birds, clouds and twigs begin their nesting, as
though they alone can answer for winter’s scavenging ways.
She sights a branch gloved by a kid’s mitten, lost, and now found by this youthful miss imagining
parasols of peace within reach.
Lucky find, that rickety giant, the elephant oak, sagging on a pine to relax his spine
just enough to lean down that limb
so Mom will forget the interim.
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For My Teachers
With Love and Squalor

98

Professor Kirwan encouraged us
to attend the study abroad expo, to
forget about what’s got us pinned in
junior college, and see which doors
might open.
A week later I was stocking grocery shelves when the phone rang.
A foreign accent informed me that I
won the raffle from the expo. When
I retrieved my prize (coffee mug and
t-shirt), the director asked me what I
had thought of the event.
I thought of Dublin. I thought of
James Joyce, the prophet never accepted in his hometown. I thought of
his cold stories and novels that didn’t
sit well; I should’ve read them on
the toilet, shitting myself that I was
smarter for reading Ulysses.
I thought of how I used to go
around pubs hoping my red hair
would endear me to bartenders. I
thought of those afternoons in McManus down on 22nd street, waiting
for Marty to get drunk and generous
with his pours, and Janice seated on
the corner stool drinking white wine,
her whole body depressed by age;
I expected her flesh to melt off the
bones at any moment. Gravity is not
kind to drunks.
I thought of St. Vincent’s two
blocks up on 24th and the kind man
who fed the pigeons on its steps. I
thought of the hundreds of cigarettes
I bummed from him, and I thought
of the one time I entered the church.
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Robbie Hammel
“What the hell,” I thought. The air
was calm and warm and I felt for the
first time in years like I was safe. I
considered screaming “Sanctuary!”
but my feet took me to the bench at
the front of the room and I prayed,
“God I’m sorry I’m a shit. I am sorry
about the poem I wrote,”
God is a naked man
crushing cockroaches
in a dim lit bathroom.
“Help me out man. If you could

“. . .how long
have I been
alone?”
get that story of mine published I’d
be alright. I hate my job and my
apartment and all these damn actors
my girlfriend likes to hang out with.
Get me out of this mess, or I’ll kill
myself. At least help me find the
scrap to buy another drink tonight.
Amen.”
I thought of rifling through sofa
cushions and coat pockets looking
for loose change; Forty ounces of
beer was $1.75; cigarettes fifty cents
each. Four dollars would get me
through the morning.

And there at the study abroad expo
an evil voice whispered, “You cannot
go to Dublin.” I can feel my cheeks
burn and I have to wipe my palm on
my pant leg before shaking the hand
of the Irish guy behind the table. I am
afraid of getting drunk again.
I moved to the booth selling Argentina. I thought of my friend Alex
who spent two years in Argentina
on what the Mormons call a “Mission.” When he returned his eyes
were darker, and where his laughter used to pitch towards nirvana,
it now approaches tragedy. He had
been robbed, assaulted, and walked
through streets of rage.
Those things also happened to him
in Argentina.
In the flesh, Alex and I had aged
faster than most. That voice returns,
“What effort it will be to travel. Stay,
rest, let the world make its turns, you
can’t keep up with it anyway.”
Spain…Spanish, the language that
follows me everywhere. I thought
of Sunday mornings in Washington
Heights, Spanish hymnals coming
through the walls of my room, and
even with a hangover I could not despise their singing. And I thought of
Greg and Mike and Danny, my old
coworkers, Puerto Ricans. Greg and
his big brown tooth, smoking his
cigarettes as a hummingbird stealing
nectar from a flower, nervous, never
settling down. And Danny, prepared
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The Urban Empire by Michael Drentea

to murder over an allegedly botched
sandwich, lost his job defending the
integrity of a turkey-bacon-cheddar-melt.
I thought of the last night I saw
them, leaving Mike’s house in Flatbush after the party, legs like spaghetti, and Greg happy to lend a
shoulder, walking to the train like
Siamese twins, singing songs and
smoking Newport’s. I thought Mexicans, Dominicans, Puerto Ricans…
these are misnomers; we are Americans, two continents of bastard children, frightened, fatherless.
There was a tight-bodied blond at
the booth for Rome. She offered her
hand and our palms agreed with each
other and I thought
she must like me.
Rome became a pebble in my
shoe, the blond— an anvil with
which I’d forge nations, hammering
her womb into immortality. But I
had grown anxious walking around
the room, the pits of my t-shirt were
soaked with sweat and thoughts were
stalling at the larynx. After a scared
silence I grabbed a pen and retreated
to the middle of the room, not quite
anywhere, languid, feeling the stings
of apathy as “one of the wretches
who has never truly lived.” What
would Arturo Bandini do? Do I go
back? Or press on? I cursed T.S. Eliot and wondered
how long have I been alone?

I thought of the woman I lived with
in New York. I thought of the bed we
shared, resting after soul-crushing
work days and watching her move
about the apartment. Even the boring things she did interested me, her
sighs and her sneezes and her feline
efforts to stay groomed. She convinced me for hours at a time that I
didn’t exist, owning the room like a
cat, but then with a flare of her tail
and a snap of those green eyes my
heart would thump panic and relief at
the same time.
I thought of the night I came home
from a jag and she was motionless on
the bed. It was winter and I had spent
the night wandering Times Square
feeling doomed and lonely, trying to
entertain an old friend who was visiting the city. My entrance was not
subtle, I knew she was awake, but
she kept her nose pointed towards
the wall and her eye-lids shut, ignoring me so much like my mother
in her anger, and this I understood,
loved her more for it, and I got in bed
and slept closer to her than I ever had
before, holding on to what I believed

would save me, correcting the blunder of Aeneas and staying with Dido.
I thought of my return to California. I thought of the closing lines of
Catcher in the Rye. Love is giving,
not keeping. I have been alone for as
long as I’ve had that mixed up.
I thought of my first semester at
MiraCosta College and I felt a smile
curling up my jowls. I recalled a video that stated the average community
college student spends 5 years at that
level. I could not answer the question, five years of my life happened
all in a moment, and gratitude overwhelmed me.
Standing before the director I
thought finally, it is over. God thank
you for getting me out of that mess.
I do not want to keep wandering; a
man with no home, Scotch hair and
German fingers, just another of the
American amnesiacs, all of us related
to Walt Whitman, maybe beautiful,
but a jumbled lot.
The director then asked if
I’d stay for pizza, and I knew I was
exactly where I was supposed to be.
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Lone Saxophone

An Audience Participation Happening

100

About
the
Show
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This show may only be staged in small (200 person or less) theaters or in
theaters that agree to sell only the 200 seats closest to the stage.
Script
{Ushers escort patrons to their seats. Narrator sits on a high stool in front of
a podium that holds the script, stage left.}
Narrator: Patrons were still being led to their seats by the elderly in white
shirts when a Young Man appeared on stage. Most ignored him as jewels and
jeans mingled and settled. The scent of anticipation spiked with good cologne
and a fair amount of medicinal marijuana hovered over the assembly. The
Young Man paused near the wings, gazing up. Row F, Seat 4 assumed he was
checking the lights.
Row F, Seat 4 {loudly, to neighbor}: He must be talking to the stage manager. I can’t even see the earpiece.
Narrator: The Young Man laughed a quiet, conspiratorial laugh and disappeared behind the heavy red velvet curtain.
Row C, Seats 14 and 15 were among the first to become curious about the
fact that Center Orchestra Rows A and B, seats 5 through 14 were empty.
They hoped there wasn’t going to be a Group! Groups seldom behaved appropriately in artistic spaces. The theater began to thrum.
Row J, Seat 20 blew his nose with bravado.
{Cue Nose Blower who blows nose loudly.}
{Cue 17 Late Comers. Cue lights.}
As the lights dimmed, seventeen people entered the expectant space, bewilderment winding through their legs like an overworked cat. They occupied
the empty rows, which glowed while the rest of the auditorium embraced the
comforting weight of theatrical darkness.
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K. Dana King
{Cue Young Man}
A neat figure dressed in dark jeans and a white t-shirt appeared stage left,
nudging the curtain a breath to the right. The spotlights glowed on, and he
stepped onstage. He was gaunt; his skin stretched over the bones of his face as
if someone had fastened an embroidery hoop too tightly over a piece of muslin. He surveyed the crowd and smiled. He understood this mob. Turning to
his left, his black backpack hunchbacked behind him and an instrument case
pulling his body slightly leeward, he began to cross to the opposite wing. He
mumbled, he ranted, he roared.
Young Man:
You want that person
that WOMAN
that one who might be your mother…
Narrator: The performer looked over his right shoulder as he delivered this
line, then stopped, his concentration on the floor in front of him.
Young Man:

And so they don’t let you sleep
FOR FOUR DAYS {This line is shouted at Rows A and B.}
and then you try to find her again just get there {Softly.}
just get there
{Suddenly stationary and agitated}
Shake your hands!
Shake your hands!
Shake your hands!
maybe that makes it safe
SHAKE YOUR HANDS!
Narrator: The performer paused as he watched Row B, Seat10 and Row
B, Seat 12 get up and leave the theater, Seat 12 lagging slightly behind in the
action. He then resumed his progress toward the wing.

…mommy but, she might be your sister

Young Man:

but when she is safe it makes you safe
even though you might have to kill her, you know?

Hungry

Narrator: The performer looked out to the audience for confirmation and
then continued his journey.
Young Man:
{Young Man points to his head as he delivers the following line; uses same
gesture whenever the word “they” is spoken in the monologue.}

they don’t care about that hungry, tired, NOT SAFE
they don’t care not safe scared
She should have taken care of me
you shouldn’t have babies if you don’t want to take care of them

THEM
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call her she can’t find you call her again
{Young Man covers his ears, shuts his eyes, and cowers as he delivers the
next line.}

Narrator: The Wardrobe Mistress noted with satisfaction that Row A, Seat
11 remained seated, staring at the spot where the Young Man had disappeared.

RETARD! RETARD! RETARD!

{Cue spotlight on Row A, Seat 11}

{Young Man straightens and resumes his progress}

Narrator: The Wardrobe Mistress signaled the Stage Manager, who killed
the house lights.

hungry
they don’t care…
Narrator: Just before the performer stepped offstage, a handsome, white
haired man wearing a tweed cardigan with leather buttons, a light blue dress
shirt, khakis, moccasins and red socks rose from Row A, Seat 14 and walked
with care toward the stage. The Young Man turned toward him in recognition,
his face relaxed and open. {Young Man removes head wrap.}
The Young Man crouched, and the white-haired man reached out and handed him an antique pocket knife. The Young Man smiled, rolling the knife
lovingly in his palms. Row A, Seat 14 made a slow, elegant exit from the
theater, and the Young Man abandoned the stage as the house lights came up.
{Cue house lights.}
Narrator: Patrons turned to each other, some bemused, others angry.

{House lights go out. Spotlight on Row A, Seat 11 remains on.}
Narrator: The Wardrobe Mistress and the Stage Manager exited the theater,
locking the doors behind them.
{Ushers allow the Wardrobe Mistress and the Stage Manager to exit the
theater from the center orchestra aisle. Loud door locking sound follows their
exit.)
Narrator: Row A, Seat 11, still sat, quiet, in the darkened space.
{Patrons are allowed to leave the theater five minutes after the Wardrobe
Mistress and the Stage Manager exit. Row A, Seat 11 never looks away from
the spot where the Young Man disappeared offstage as the rest of the audience
departs.}

Row F, Seat 4 {loudly, to neighbor}: What was that? That wasn’t theater!
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Narrator: Row C, Seats 14 and 15 were the first to leave, determined to
demand a full refund for their tickets. In the wings, the Wardrobe Mistress
smirked at the disgruntled crowd as they streamed toward the doors. {Ushers
guard exits preventing patrons from actually leaving the theater.}
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ANNE-MARIE DYTEWSKI

Open hands embrace open hearts
Touching hands connect contentment
Clasped hands fear being left behind
Joined hands commune in silence

A Window into Fantasy by Laura Stengel

The Showing of Hands

Calloused hands hold grudges
Soft hands caress a lover
Blistered hands rub and wane

High-five hands collide like stars

Dirty hands are never afraid

Poised hands perform a ritual

Loose hands hang like ribbons

Writing hands prepare miracles

Wrinkled hands achieved their goal

Healing hands show mercy

Slippery hands strain for control

Gnarled hands lament passage of time

Cooking hands dismantle bread

Frenzied hands pass in the night

Wringing hands twist and fidget

Hands reveal what people hide

Restless hands abhor solitude

Moving hands can only surprise

THEM
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Ode to the Snail

JOAN GERSTEIN

The slug ugh
no redeeming traits
But a much maligned
mollusk the snail
A beauty to behold
Spirals on shells as unique as
those on your fingertips or scalp
Moving the pink sleds of their bodies
at a you know what pace
This little gastropod transports us
through the spiral galaxy
to the beginnings
when we had no notion
of judgment
before arrogance
blinded us to beauty

Untitled by Isabelle Dahlstrom
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Next Year’s Entries
The entry deadline for submissions is

Friday, December 4, 2015.
Tidepools publishes original art, poetry,
fiction and essays exclusively from
MiraCosta College students, staff, and
faculty, and awards cash prizes to
students in each category.

You may submit a maximum of 3 entries
in each category. Manuscripts written in
a language other than English must be
accompanied by an English translation.
There is no entry fee.
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Submission Guidelines

Copyright

Art
B&W and color drawings, prints,
photographs, paintings, mixed media, and graphic design. Color art is
generally limited to the cover only.

Work published in Tidepools is
copyright-protected in both printed
and online versions. Tidepools
retains the copyright for the Spring
2016 edition and reserves the right
to republish any submitted work
for promotion and advertising,
for the next Retrospective, or for
educational purposes. All other
publication rights belong to the
author or artist. We appreciate
your mentioning Tidepools if you
republish your work.

Fiction & Essay

1800-word limit, double-spaced.
Poetry

1000-word limit, single-spaced.

Instructions for All Entries
1. Do not put your name on your entries.
2. Fill out a cover sheet for each entry.
Cover sheets available on the Tidepools page at:
http://www.miracosta.edu/instruction/english/tidepools.html
3. All entries and cover sheets should be sent electronically to
tidepools@miracosta.edu. Include your name and the title of the work in the
subject line.
If you have questions about submissions, please contact Becky Kessab at 760.634.7879.
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